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ABSTRACT

ADIKAYON, LEONILLA YOLANDA KINTAN. (2021). THE FORMATION
AND SEMANTIC DOMAINS OF ECONOMIC TERMS IN THE JAKARTA
POST AND VIỆT NAM NEWS. Yogyakarta: Department of English Letters,
Faculty of Letters, Universitas Sanata Dharma.
In this era, people can easily get information from any source. One of the
most reliable information sources is a newspaper. As time goes by, a newspaper is
available in the printed version and online version. Indonesia and Vietnam each
have one leading English newspaper available in printed versions or online
newspapers. There is The Jakarta Post newspaper from Indonesia, while from
Vietnam, there is Việt Nam News newspaper. This study focuses on the column
about the economic news in both newspapers. Therefore, there is plenty of
economic terms in the news articles of both newspapers. This study intends to figure
out the word-formation process used to form the economic terms and discover their
meaning.
This study has two objectives. The first objective is to find the terms
related to the economy that undergoes the word-formation process. The terms found
are classified according to the type of word-formation processes. The second
objective is finding out the semantic domains of the terms found in the news
articles. The semantic domains are used to compare the financial condition of
Indonesia and Vietnam.
The data was collected using purposive sampling since the researcher
relied on the researcher’s judgment in choosing the population members as the data.
The member of the population is economic terms found in the news articles of both
newspapers. The data were taken from news articles published from August 28,
2020, until September 4, 2020. This study applied morphology to classify the terms
found according to the type of word-formation process. Semantics was used to
figure out the meaning of the terms. Moreover, semantics was used to determine
the semantic features and semantic domains of the terms.
The total amount of the economic terms found in both newspapers are 128
terms. The affixation process forms 67 economic terms, and it makes the affixation
process the most productive process to form the terms in both newspapers. The
second most productive process is compounding, followed by multiple process,
initialism, acronym, and conversion. There are eight semantic domains in each
newspaper. The semantic domains in The Jakarta Post show that the financial
condition in Indonesia is experiencing downhill, and the government was working
on resolving it. In contrast, the semantic domains in Việt Nam News show that the
recovering process of the financial condition went well because of the partnerships,
loans and business system rearrangement.
Keywords: word-formation, morphology, semantics, semantic domains, economic
terms.
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ABSTRAK

ADIKAYON, LEONILLA YOLANDA KINTAN. (2021). THE FORMATION
AND SEMANTIC DOMAINS OF ECONOMIC TERMS IN THE JAKARTA
POST AND VIỆT NAM NEWS. Yogyakarta: Program Studi Sastra Inggris,
Fakultas Sastra, Universitas Sanata Dharma.
Di era modern ini, orang dapat dengan mudah mendapat informasi dari
berbagai sumber. Salah satu sumber informasi yang dapat dipercaya adalah koran.
Seiring berjalannya waktu, koran tidak hanya tersedia dalam bentuk cetak, tetapi
dalam bentuk online atau disebut koran online. Indonesia dan Vietnam masingmasing memiliki koran online berbahasa Inggris yang terkemuka. Di Indonesia ada
The Jakarta Post, sedangkan di Vietnam ada Việt Nam News. Penelitian ini
berfokus pada kolom tentang ekonomi yang ada di kedua koran. Oleh karena itu,
terdapat banyak istilah ekonomi dalam artikel berita di kedua koran tersebut.
Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk mengetahui proses pembentukan kata yang
digunakan untuk membentuk istilah dan menemukan arti dari istilah tersebut.
Penelitian ini memiliki dua tujuan. Yang pertama, mencari istilah ekonomi
yang terbentuk melalui proses pembentukan kata. Istilah kata yang ditemukan di
klasifikasikan berdasar jenis proses pembentukan kata. Yang kedua, mencari
domain semantik dari istilah ekonomi yang ditemukan dalam artikel berita. Domain
semantik digunakan untuk membandingkan kondisi keuangan Indonesia dan
Vietnam.
Pengumpulan data dilakukan dengan menggunakan purposive sampling
karena penelit bergantung pada petimbangan peneliti dalam memilih anggota
populasi sebagai datanya. Anggota populasi adalah istilah ekonomi yang terrdapat
pada artiekel berita di kedua koran. Data diambil dari artikel berita yang diterbitkan
sejak 28 Agustus 2020 hingga 4 September 2020. Penelitian ini menggunakan
morfologi untuk mengelompokkan istilah-istilah yang ditemukan menurut jenis
proses pembentukan kata. Semantik digunakan untuk mencari tahu arti dari istilah.
Selain itu, semantik digunakan untuk menentukan fitur semantik dan domain
semantik.
Jumlah total istilah ekonomi yang ditemukan adalah 128 istilah. Proses
afiksasi membentuk 67 istilah, ini menjadikan proses afiksasi menjadi proses paling
produktif untuk membentuk istilah. Proses paling produktif kedua adalah
compounding, diikuti oleh multiple process, inisialisme, akronim, dan konversi.
Ada delapan domain semantik di setiap koran. Domain semantik di The Jakarta
Post menunjukkan bahwa kondisi keuangan Indonesia sedang menurun dan
pemerintah sedang berupaya untuk mengatasinya. Sebaliknya, domain semantik di
Việt Nam News menunjukkan bahwa pemulihan kondisi keuangan berjalan dengan
baik karena adanya kemitraan, pinjaman, dan penataan ulang sitem bisnis.
Kata kunci: word-formation, morphology, semantics, semantic domains,
economic terms.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

A. Background of the Study
Words are believed to be the starting point on how people can
communicate with each other through the language they speak. It is said that “it has
been estimated that average speakers of a language know from 45,000 to 60,000
words” (Plag, 2003). “If words are put together, they can produce sentences, and
sentences can produce paragraphs, and paragraphs can produce articles, chapters,
books, and even volumes of encyclopedias” (Ma’mur, 2001, p. 114). Not only can
the compilation of words be used to communicate with each other, but as a way to
share any information, spoken or written. In the spoken form, information can be
shared through radio, TV, etc. While in the written form, information can be shared
through any written media such as newspapers.
A newspaper is one of the written information sources widely spread
worldwide since it contains a different kind of news. News articles in the newspaper
are divided into different types of columns based on the main topic of the
information. Each newspaper publication company has its name given for the
column of the newspaper. Each newspaper always has a column about local news,
sport, entertainment, travel, and the economy. Even though it contains a different
kind of information, in some journals, a newspaper said to be the primary source of
economic news, “printed media supply essential information to economic agents,

1
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who rely on this information to update their expectations of the future,”
(Rambaccussing & Kwiatkowski, 2020).
The newspaper experienced massive development from its first
publication, which since between the fifteenth and sixteenth century, mostly in
Europe. During the nineteenth century, newspapers reached their peak of daily
publication, and industrialization became the key to the success of the newspaper
(Conboy & Steel, 2008). As time goes by, newspapers continuously undergo
development along with the technology that is also continually developing,
especially the use of the internet. As said in an online article of Northeastern
University, “most organizations today use a wide range of online channels” (Doyle,
2019).
In this modern era, newspaper companies not only publish the printed
version of the newspaper. Nowadays, newspaper companies also publish online
version of the newspapers. Online newspapers are newspapers that can be accessed
through a website or even using an application that can be downloaded on
smartphones, PCs, etc. People tend to read an online newspaper since it is
considered practical. “On the web, newspapers are live, and they can supplement
their coverage with audio, video, and the invaluable resources of their vast
archives,” stated Jeffrey I. Cole, the director of USC's Digital Future Center, quoted
in ToughtCo’s article (Rogers, 2019). Today, in every country, most newspaper
publishers have their online version of the newspaper. There are two well-known
online newspaper and written in English, The Jakarta Post from Indonesia and Việt
Nam News from Vietnam.
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The Jakarta Post and Việt Nam News are the prominent English
newspapers in Indonesia and Vietnam. Both The Jakarta Post and Việt Nam News
have a different name for their columns, but the news provided has the same main
topic: local news, lifestyle, politics, sports, and economy. Both The Jakarta Post
and Việt Nam News also share a similarity: being a member of the Asia News
Network. Asia News Network or ANN is an association of news organizations from
South, Southeast, and Northeast Asia.
The researcher chooses one particular column from The Jakarta Post and
Việt Nam News, business column by The Jakarta Post, and economy column by
Việt Nam News. Even though the column's name is different, they provide the news
about the economic or financial conditions in each country, Indonesia and Vietnam.
The news articles published informing the readers on how the government and the
citizens handle each country's financial condition. The researcher also has a great
interest in the news's economic terms. The news articles serve different
terminologies related to the economy commonly used or read but still do not clearly
define the terminologies. From The Jakarta Post and Việt Nam News, the readers
know that Indonesia and Vietnam have different financial conditions during this
COVID-19 pandemic. According to an online website, Vietnam’s financial
condition should still become the strongest in ASEAN (FocusEconomics, 2020b).
Even Vietnam is quite severely affected by COVID-19, it is hoped that “the
Vietnamese economy should rebound in 2021” (The World Bank Group, 2020).
However, on the same online website, Indonesia is said to experience a downfall in
some economic sectors (FocusEconomics, 2020a).
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According to Asian Development Bank, the GDP growth rate of Vietnam
is higher compared to Indonesia. The GDP growth rate of Vietnam is 1,8% per year
(Asian Development Bank, 2020). Different From Vietnam, GDP growth rate of
Indonesia is -1,0% per year (Asian Development Bank, 2020). This drastic GDP
decline is caused by the increasing COVID-19 case transmission in both countries.
There are 1.049 COVID-19 cases in Vietnam and 187.537 COVID-19 cases in
Indonesia by September 4, 2020.
This research focuses on the word-formation of economic terms found in
both business column by The Jakarta Post and economy column by Việt Nam News.
Economic terms used in the news sometimes are experiencing morphological
proses. According to Merriam-Webster online dictionary, some of the terms newly
added to the dictionary, such as the term ‘e-commerce’, is first known use in 1993.
The term ‘e-commerce’ actually has two origin words, which are combined and
become one word. The original words combined are ‘electronic’ + ‘commerce’ and
then experienced multiple word-formation processes, clipping, and compound.
This research will observe the semantic meaning of the economic terms
found in the business column by The Jakarta Post and economy column by Việt
Nam News. The researcher has the intention to figure out the meaning of the
economic terms after experienced the word-formation process. Using the semantic
meaning of the news's economic terms, the researcher tried to discover the exact
meaning of the news to clarify it. Semantics is used in this study since terms
generated from the word-formation process undergo changes, such as adding affix.
By discovering the exact meaning of the news, it is hoped readers can avoid any
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misunderstanding. Moreover, the researcher has the intention to examine the focus
of the news articles provided by the business column by The Jakarta Post and
economy column by Việt Nam News further.
This study focuses on two aspects, morphology and semantic since they
are related to each other. In morphology, a new word is formed by the wordformation processes. The new word is directly has a new meaning. Thus, semantics
is needed to discover the meaning of the new word formed by the word-formation
process.
B. Problem Formulation
According to the background of the study above, this study has two
problems that are formulated, namely:
1.

How are economic terms formed in The Jakarta Post and Việt Nam News?

2.

What specific semantic domains do the economic terms found in the
newspapers belong to?

C. Objectives of the Study
This study focuses on the use of terms related to the economy in The
Jakarta Post newspaper and Việt Nam News newspaper in order to compare the
financial condition in Indonesia and Vietnam during the COVID-19 pandemic. The
first objective of this study is to find terms related to the economy that undergoes
the word-formation process. The study will classify the economic terms found in
the news articles according to the type of word-formation processes. The second
objective of this study is finding the meaning of each term in order to determine the
semantic feature and to determine the specific semantic domain of the economic
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terms found in both newspapers. From the findings, the researcher will compare the
financial condition of Indonesia and Vietnam.
D. Definition of Terms
In order to prevent any misinterpretation, this section is intended to define
terms used in this study; word-formation, term, economic term, newspaper, and
business column. The first term is word-formation. Word-formation is “a lexical
process which produces new vocabulary items out of the existing ones”
(Hamawand, 2011). The second term is terminology or known as term. Term is a
word or a phrase that is defining things, especially in a particular field. The third
term is economic term. Economic term refers to any terms related to the economy,
such as investment, chairman, shake-up, investor, and e-commerce.
The fourth term is newspaper. Newspaper is “a printed media that is
usually distributed weekly or daily in the form of a folded compilation of papers”
(Rey, 2019). However, in this study, the researcher is using the online version of
the newspaper since “the number of articles is greater than in the print version,
partly due to the fact that the online version does not have the same space
limitations” (d’Haenens, Jankowski, & Heuvelman, 2004).
The last term is semantic domain. Semantic field or lexical field or
domain “refers to the combination of a bunch of words with interrelated meanings
and dominated under a same concept” (Gao & Xu, 2013). According to Cruse
(2006) semantic field also refers to structural semantic. Cruse also provides the
fundamental idea about the definition of semantic field or structural semantics.
According to Cruse (2006), “word meaning are basically relational; that is to say, a
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word’s meaning is determined by its position in the network of semantic relations
with other words in the same lexical field”.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

This part of the study contains three main parts. They are review of related
studies, review related theories, and theoretical framework. In the first part, review
related to studies, the researcher reviews three article journals and one
undergraduate thesis. The journal articles were written by Raja (2014), Hidayati,
Asbah, & A. (2013), and Viramdani and Himmawati (2017). The undergraduate
thesis was written by Kartika (2020). In the second part, review related theories, the
researcher reviews three related theories: morphology, word formation, and
semantics. The researcher reviews various books related to the theories to support
this study.

The last part is theoretical framework that explains the reviews'

contribution in solving the problems of the study.
A. Review of Related Study
The first related study is the journal article by Raja (2014) entitled “Word
Formation: A Morphological Analysis”. This journal article by Raja explains how
new words are formed by using word-formation processes. According to the journal
article, “new words can be developed from existing words or invented due to
technological advancement” (Raja, 2014). Raja states that the most used wordformation proses to produce new word is affixation, then followed by coining or
inventing words, clipping words, blending words, acronym, and the last one is
compounding (Raja, 2014). The journal article by Raja only discussing how new
words are formed using word-formation processes, while this study focuses on

8
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terms or words formed by using word-formation. The journal article does not have
an object since it is only discussing word-formation.
The second related study is the journal article by Hidayati, Asbah, and A.
(2013) entitled “The Semantic Study of English Slang Used in the Column Cosmo
Magazine”. The study aims to discover the form and the meaning of the slang words
in Cosmo magazine, especially in columns. As said in the journal article, slang has
many interpretations. It is hard to understand the meaning of the slang, especially
for people who do not belong to a particular community that uses that slang word
(Hidayati, Asbah, & A., 2013). According to the journal article, there are 24 slang
words, 27 slang word-formations, and nine slang phrases from Cosmo magazine.
The journal article differentiates the slangs’ meaning into three types of meaning;
denotative meaning, connotative meaning, and denotative and connotative
meaning. Sixteen slangs have denotative meaning, ten slangs have connotative
meaning, and seven slangs have denotative and connotative meaning.
The journal article and this study use a semantic approach to study or find
out the meaning. The journal article uses linguistic to discover the form of the slangs
found in Cosmo magazine since “linguistic covers all problem related to language”
(Hidayati et al., 2013). The journal article uses linguistic because the focus is on
slangs formed by word-formation, slang words, and slang phrases. In contrast, this
study only uses morphology to study the word-formation of economic terms. The
object of the study is another difference between the journal article and this study.
The article journal uses six editions of Cosmo magazines published in 2012, from
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March until September. In this study, the object is The Jakarta Post newspaper and
Việt Nam News newspaper.
The third related study is the journal article written by Viramdani and
Himmawati (2017) entitled “Morpho-Semantic Analysis in Electronic Product
Brands”. The journal article aims to determine the word-formation types used in
electronic brands and analyze the meaning of electronic brands. The researcher
differentiates the electronic brand based on the different countries; American brand,
British brand, and Japanese brand. The researchers found thirty different brands in
total. Based on the journal article, the United States tends to use the abbreviation,
coinage most used in the United Kingdom and Japan in order to name their
electronic brands (Viramdani & Himmawati, 2017).
There are two differences between the journal article by Viramdani &
Himmawati (2017) and this study. The differences are on the object and the
discussion. The object of the study in the journal article by Viramdani &
Himmawati (2017) is electronic brands from three different countries, while this
study uses newspapers from two different countries as the object of the study.
Moreover, the study by Viramdani & Himmawati (2017) discussing the
characteristic of each type of word formation used in electronic brands, while this
study does not discuss the characteristic of each type of word-formation. Even
though there are differences, the journal article by Viramdani & Himmawati and
this study both using morpho-semantic to conduct the study.
The last related study is the undergraduate thesis by Kartika (2020) entitled
“Compound Words in Tati’s Youtube Video “Jlo’s Makeup Artist Does My
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Makeup””. In the study, Kartika classifies the compound words based on the
compound word classification; noun compound, adjective compound, and verb
compound. From the video, the researcher found forty-one compound words in
total. Compound noun appears thirty-eight times, the compound verb appears two
times, and compound adjective appears only once in the video (Kartika, 2020). The
researcher also classifies the compound words based on the types of compound
words; endocentric and exocentric.
There are differences and similarities between the thesis written by Kartika
and this study. First, the difference is the object of the study. The undergraduate
thesis uses video from YouTube as the object, while this study uses newspaper as
the object. Even though Kartika's thesis and this study apply the morpho-semantic
approach, the thesis by Kartika only focuses on compound words. In contrast, this
study focuses on all of the word-formations, especially on economic terms. The
researcher uses endocentric compound and exocentric compound to define the
meaning since the thesis only focuses on compound words. On the other hand, this
study not only uses endocentric compound and exocentric compound to define the
meaning since this study deals with all types of word-formation.
Some scholars have researched about morphology and semantics: types of
word-formation (Raja, 2014), the meaning of the slangs found in the magazine
(Hidayati et al., 2013), meaning in electronic brand formed by word-formation
processes (Viramdani & Himmawati, 2017), and the meaning of the compound
words found in a YouTube video (Kartika, 2020). The researches that have been
reviewed are about morphology and semantic, yet none talked about economic
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terms and their meaning in newspapers. When in fact, the newspaper provides
essential vocabularies that are rarely known yet are important. Therefore, this study
analyses economic terms in the business column by The Jakarta Post and the
economy column by Việt Nam News and discovers its meaning. This study applies
the morpho-semantic approach to answer the problems that have been formulated.
B. Review of Related Theories
In this chapter, three related theories are applied, which can help the
researcher conduct this study. Those three related theories applied are semantic,
morphology, and word-formation.
1. Semantics
This study applies a semantics approach to find out the meaning of the
terms. Semantic is the study of words and sentences' meaning, according to the
context, and is a definitive subject (Griffiths, 2006). Semantic is not only studying
word meaning and sentence meaning but morpheme and phrase, too. It suits the
definition that semantic is “the study of the linguistic meaning of morphemes,
words, phrases, and sentences” (Fromkin, Rodman, & Hyams, 2011). There are two
common subfields of semantics; lexical semantic and grammatical semantic (Cruse,
2000). Lexical semantic studies a word’s meaning and focuses on the ‘content,’
while a grammatical semantic focuses on a word’s meaning according to the
grammatical morphemes.
This study focuses on economic terms that are undergoing morphological
processes, which is word-formation. Therefore, this study applies semantic feature
analysis to analyze the meaning of economic terms. According to Fromkin,
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Rodman, & Hyams (2011, p.159), the semantic feature analysis examines the
meaning of words in relation to the other words. Semantic feature analysis aims to
break down the meaning of words into semantic features to clarify the relationship
with the other related words. For example, the word big and red has a different
semantic feature. The word big has a semantic feature “about size”, while the word
red has a semantic feature “about color”.
Semantic domains are a common area that is usually discussed by people
(Gliozzo, 2006). According to Gliozzo (2006), the semantic domain correlated to a
specific field is that the set of domain-specific terms that belongs to it is categorized
by a collection of domain words whose main property is to co-occur in the text. To
avoid any misunderstanding, the correct domain of a word or term can be assigned
to the contexts where it appears. Semantic domains play two different roles. The
first role is characterizing word senses in a dictionary. At a text level, semantic
domains are groups of texts about similar topics or subjects.
Componential analysis is a method to analyze the structure of a word
meaning (Widyastuti, 2016). Componential analysis or CA reveals the prominence
features by which speakers of a language determine different words in the domain.
CA is often seen as breaking down the sense of a word into its smallest distinctive
feature. Aitchison stated in Widyastuti’s journal article (2016) that CA is able “to
state the smallest indivisible units of lexis or minimal components”.
2. Morphology
Humans cannot know only one word. People of different ages are believed
to understand a different number of words, “it has been estimated that a child of six
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knows as many as 13,000 words and the average high school graduate about
60,000” (Fromkin, Rodman, & Hyams, 2014). Words are an essential part of
everyday human life, not only that but also in the linguistic world. In the linguistic
world, “word” has become a crucial topic for linguists since “word” is complicated.
It happens because “word” has external and internal structures and has many
functions depending on the context.
Morphology is provided in linguistics to study the external and internal
structure of words. Morphology is offered to examine the basic form of language
(Yule, 2010). Morphology has the purpose of defining the word's structures and
analyzing word formation patterns in a language (Hamawand, 2011). In order to
clarify the definition of morphology, another explanation from a different book is
needed. Morphology studies the internal structure and the rules that are formed
words (Fromkin et al., 2011).
3. Word Formations
Since morphology studies the structure of the word, it means that
morphology deals with word-formation. Word formation is “a lexical process which
produces new vocabulary items out of the existing ones” (Hamawand, 2011).
According to Aronoff and Fudeman (2011), word formation deals with the words,
the internal structure, and how they are formed. To understand the internal structure
and how the words are formed, the researcher should identify and study the
morpheme of the words (Aronoff & Fudeman, 2011). Morphemes are often
described as the smallest meaningful unit in a language.
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There are a few word-formation processes used to form a new word.
According to Ma’mur (2001), there are seven word-formation processes: affixation,
conversion, compounding, reduplication, clipping, blending, and acronym.
However, the process of word-formation can change or develop depend on who
provides the definition or explanation about word formation. Hamawand (2011)
states that word formation is divided into two, derivation and compounding. The
derivation is divided into two, affixation and non-affixation. Prefixation and
suffixation are parts of the affixation. While acronym, initialism, back-formation,
blending, clipping, and reduplication are parts of the non-affixation. Compounding
is left as it is since compounding is directly part of word formation and does not
have any part below the compounding like derivation.
a. Affixation
Affixation is a word-formation process by attaching the affix to the base.
Affix is a bound morpheme that attaches to the base (Plag, 2003). A bound
morpheme cannot stand alone without being attached to other morphemes. The base
is a word being attached to the affix(s). According to Plag (2003), affix is divided
into three parts; prefix, suffix, and infix. A prefix is an affix attached in front of the
base, such as {un-} in unhappy. A suffix is an affix attached to the end of the base,
such as {-ity} in curiosity. Infix is an affix that occurs between the base, such as
abso-bloody-lutely, where the {-bloody-} occurs between the morpheme absolute.
Plag (2003) also states that prefixes and suffixes are commonly used in English.
According to Plag (2003), suffixes are divided into four categories;
nominal suffixes, verbal suffixes, adjectival suffixes, and adverbial suffixes.
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Nominal suffixes are suffixes that are able to form nouns from nouns, verbs,
adjectives, and adverbs. Plag (2003) states that there are twenty-two suffixes, such
as {-age} in voltage, {-al} in arrival, {-ing} refers to result in building, and {-ness}
which attached to an adjective in happiness. Verbal suffixes are suffixes that are
able to form verbs from other word classes, yet mostly from adjectives and nouns.
Plag (2003) states that there are four verbal suffixes. Those suffixes are {-ate} in
regulate, {-en} in quicken, {-ify} in humidify, and {-ize} in hospitalize.
Adjectival suffixes are suffixes attached to the base to form adjectives.
According to Plag (2003), adjectival suffixes have two major groups; relational
adjectives and qualitative adjectives. Relational adjectives have the role “to relate
the noun the adjective qualifies to the base word of the derived adjective” (Plag,
2003), such in colonial officer that has the meaning of ‘officer having to do with
the colonies’. Qualitative adjectives are more specific and carry qualitative
meanings, such as the word grammatical, which has the meaning of ‘having to do
with grammar’. Besides the suffix {-al}, there are twelve more adjectival suffixes
in English, such as {-ed} in wooded, {-ing} in boring, and {-less} in hopeless.
The last is adverbial suffixes. Adverbial suffixes are suffixes that are
attached to the base to form adverbs. There are two adverbial suffixes according to
Plag (2003), {-ly} and {-wise}. The suffix {-ly} in shortly and dryly are
semantically different from its base words, while in hotly and darkly have
metaphorical sense. In adjectival suffix, {-ly} shows a different function. It shows
the idea of ‘in the manner of X’ or ‘like an X’. The suffix {-wise} is attached to
nouns to form adverbs. This suffix has two subgroups; manner/dimension adverbs
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and so-called viewpoint adverbs (Plag, 2003). The example of the use of the suffix
{-wise} is food-wise and statuswise.
The next affix commonly used is prefixes. Prefixes are bound morphemes
that are attached in front of the base. According to Plag (2003), prefixes have four
categories. The first one is prefixes that have the role in quantifying the base, such
as {uni-} in unification, {bi-} in bilateral, {micro-} in microwave, and {over-} in
overtax. Second, prefixes to indicate place, such as {circum-} ‘around’ in
circumscribe and {inter-} ‘between’ in interbreed. The third is prefixes to express
notion, such as {pre-} ‘before’ in preconcert, {post-} ‘after’ in postmodern, and
{neo-} ‘new’ in neoclassical. The last one is prefixes to express negation such
{a(n)-} in achromatic, {de-} in decaffeinate, {in-} in inactive, and {non-} in nonprofit. Outside those four categories, there are few more prefixes according to Plag
(2003), such {mal-} in malnutrition, {mis-} in mistrial, and {anti-} in anti-freeze.
In addition to the derivational morphemes above, inflectional morphemes
are also being reviewed. Inflectional morphemes are suffixes that are attached to
the base and change the grammatical category of the word. Inflectional morphemes
show the relationship between different parts of a sentence, such as {-s}, which
expresses the relation between the verb and the third person singular subject
(Fromkin et al., 2011). The table below shows the English Inflectional Morphemes,
according to Fromkin et al. (2011).

Suffix
-s
-ed
-ing
-s

Table 1. English Inflectional Morphemes
Function
Example
rd
3 person singular present
Wait-s
Past tense
Wait-ed
Progressive
Wait-ing
Plural
Donut-s
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Suffix
-‘s

Function
possessive

Example
Disa’s

b. Compounding
Compounding is a morphological process of combining two free
morphemes from any word class to form a compound word, a brand-new word
(Hamawand, 2011, p. 201). Hamawand (2011) also stated that there are two
essential concepts in explaining the substructures of compounds; compositionality
and analysability. Compositionality is when the meaning of the complex expression
is discovered by understanding the meaning of the component parts. While
analyzability is when the substructure of the compound structure fit phonetically
and semantically.
According to Hamawand (2011), there are two types of compositionality;
full compositionality and partial compositionality. Full compositionality represents
endocentricity. Endocentricity is when the meaning of the compound can be
identified through the meaning of the head. Partial compositionality represents
exocentricity. Exocentricity is when the meaning of the compound cannot be
determined through the meaning of the head.
Hamawand (2011) categorizes compound words into three categories. The
first one is noun compound, an arrangement from two free morphemes used to
express a new idea with a noun as the head. The second is an adjective compound,
an arrangement from two or more free morphemes used to depict a new situation or
modify an entity that has an adjective as the head. The last is verb compound, an
arrangement of two free morphemes to perform a new idea with a verb as the head.
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c. Initialism
An initialism is formed by taking the initial letters of the words in a phrase
or title and pronounced them as an individual or a series of letters (O’Grady &
Archibald, 2016). According to Hamawand (2011), initial or initialism is a
morphological device where the initial letters of words functioned as an
abbreviation for a name or an expression. In other books, initial or initialism has
different names. Based on Aronoff & Fudeman (2011), the initial is named
abbreviation or alphabetism. While based on Fromkin, Rodman, & Hyams (2011),
initial is named alphabetic abbreviation. A common example of initial is USA,
which stands for United States of America.
d. Acronym
An acronym is formed by taking initial latters of the words in a phrase or
title and pronounce it as a word (O’Grady & Archibald, 2016). According to
Hamawand (2011), an acronym is a morphological device to form a new word by
taking the initial letters of the words and is pronounced as a word. The common
examples are UNICEF for United Nations International Children’s Emergency
Fund and UNESCO for United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization. Acronym not only contains capitalized letters, but some acronym
also has lowercase letters only. According to Aronoff & Fudeman (2011), scuba
and radar also acronym. Scuba stands for self-contained underwater breathing
apparatus, while radar stands for radio detecting and ranging.
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e. Clipping
Clipping is a process to form a new word by deleting one or more syllables
of a polysyllabic word (O’Grady & Archibald, 2016). Most clipping words only
keep one syllable of a polysyllabic word. It can be the beginning, middle, or last
syllable of a word. There are a lot of clipping words, such as ad (advertisement),
fax (facsimile), flu (influenza), and plane (aeroplane) are the example of the most
general or most common clipping words. Clipping word also applies to names and
the educational environment (Yule, 2010). A clipped name such as Tom, Ron, and
Mike are very common to English speakers. In the educational environment, clipped
words such as exam, math, and prof are commonly used.
f. Borrowing
According to Yule (2010), borrowing is a word formation process whereby
words are taken from other languages. English borrowed many words from other
languages. In terms of food, the examples are cookie (Dutch), croissant (French),
and pretzel (German). The other examples of English borrowed words are piano
(Italian), sofa (Arabic), and avatar (Sanskrit). Not only English who borrowed
words from other languages, but other languages also borrowed word from English.
The example is Japanese who borrowed the words “department store” and becomes
depaato. Yule also states that sometime the borrowed words have different meaning
from its origin language (Yule, 2010).
g. Multiple Process
Some words do not only undergo one word-formation process because
those words are undergoing multiple processes. There is a possibility of using more
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than one word-formation process to create a particular word (Yule, 2010). In the
book, Yule (2010) gives the word deli as an example of multiple processes. The
word deli is a common American English expression gained by borrowing a word
from German, delicatessen, and then clipped it. Another example of multiple
processes is snowballed. In the word snowballed, two word-formation processes
are used to form the word; compounding and conversion. Compounding is used to
combine snow and ball, while conversion is used to change the word into a verb.
C. Theoretical Framework
This research has two problems that have been formulated. The problems
lead to the one fundamental problem regarding the focus difference on each
country's financial condition seen from the newspapers, especially from the terms
related to the economy. Thus, three theories that have been discussed in the section
above are needed to answer the problems. The following discussion is explaining
how the researcher uses the theories.
In order to answer the first problem on how economic terms are formed in
both newspapers, the researcher needs the theory of morphology, especially wordformation. Those theories are used to analyze which word related to the economy
has an internal structure. Word formation is specially used to discover the wordformation type of each economic term found in the news.
The researcher uses the theory of semantic, especially semantic feature
analysis, to answer the second problem. This theory is used to find out the meaning
of the terms and the word related to them. The meaning of the terms leads the
researcher to break down the terms into the semantic feature. Thus, the researcher
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uses it to discover the focus difference in each country through the semantic feature
of the terms used in the newspapers.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

This chapter consists of three main parts: object of the study, approach of
the study, and method of the study. In the object of the study, the researcher explains
the object used by the researcher. In the approach of the study, the researcher
explains the approach used in order to conduct this study. In the last part, which is
method of the study, the researcher explains how the data is collected and analyzed.
A. Object of the Study
This study focuses on the morphological process of economic terms found
in The Jakarta Post newspaper and Việt Nam News newspaper. Both newspapers
are members of the Asia News Network and are the leading English newspaper in
Indonesia and Vietnam. In this study, the researcher uses the online version of both
newspapers since they are easily accessible. Moreover, both newspapers also share
almost the same column, such as local news, sport, lifestyle, and economy.
There are eight news articles chosen from The Jakarta Post newspaper and
nine news articles chosen from Việt Nam News newspaper. The news articles
chosen as the object are from August 28, 2020, until September 4, 2020. The
researcher decided to choose the news from that particular date since the COVID19 transmission case is increasing, yet each country's financial condition remains
different. The economic terms were chosen since the news articles, especially in the
business and economy column, are about economic developments and economic
activities in both countries.
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B. Approach of the Study
In order to discover how the economic terms are formed and what the
semantics domains are, this study uses two approaches: the morphological approach
and the semantic approach. This study uses the morphological approach to identify
the economic terms in the newspaper. Moreover, the morphological approach or
morphological research aims to figure out how the morphological pattern formed
the terms (Haspelmath & Sims, 2010). This study reveals the type of wordformation processes that formed the terms, following Yule (2010), who states that
morphology examines the basic forms of language.
Since this study identifies the semantic domain of the terms, especially in
economic terms, the semantic approach is chosen. This study uses the semantic
approach to identify the semantic domain of the terms found in the newspapers.
According to Griffiths (2006), semantics studies the word and sentence meaning.
The semantic approach focuses on the objective or general meaning rather than
subjective or local meaning (Yule, 2010). The semantic domain of the terms
depends on the semantic features of each term. The semantic domain represents the
set of the meaning of the terms.
This study applies the morphological approach and semantic approach
since this study aims to determine how the terms are formed and what the semantic
domains are. Moreover, both approaches are related to each other. The
morphological approach has an aim to figure out the morphological pattern of the
economic terms. Economic terms found in the news articles have a new meaning
after undergoing the morphological process or word-formation process. Thus, the
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semantic approach applies in this study to determine the meaning of the economic
terms undergoing the morphological process.
C. Method of the Study
There are two ways taken by the researcher, namely, data collection and
data analysis. Data collection explains how the data were collected from The
Jakarta Post newspaper and Việt Nam News newspaper. Data analysis explains how
the data were analyzed in this study.
1. Data Collection
This study applied the purposive sampling method by taking the economic
terms that undergo word-formation process from particular column in The Jakarta
Post and Việt Nam News. Purposive sampling is sampling where the researcher
relies on the researcher’s judgment in choosing the population members as the data
of the study (Foley, 2018). In this study, the data were not taken from the whole
newspaper, but only particular columns. The data was taken from business column
and economic column from August 28, 2020, until September 4, 2020. This study
applied purposive sampling since the researcher determined which economic terms
fit the needs. It means that the researcher is able to decide the central phenomenon
of the study (Creswell, 2009). The researcher chose the business column and
economy column since the columns concern anything related to the economy. The
news articles were accessed in www.thejakartapost.com and vietnamnews.vn. As
the data collection, in total, the researcher selected 128 terms related to economic.
There are 67 terms from The Jakarta Post newspaper and 61 terms from Việt Nam
News newspaper.
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In gathering the data of economic terms, first, the researcher chose two
newspapers from two different countries that have a particular column about the
economy. Second, the researcher read the news articles while highlighting the
economic terms in the news articles. After that, the researcher listed the terms into
two different tables. A table for the terms from The Jakarta Post newspaper and a
table for the terms from Việt Nam News newspaper
2. Data Analysis
In order to answer the first problem formulation, the terms were listed and
classified based on the type of word-formation processes of each term. To discover
the terms that apply the affixation process, the researcher identified the base,
identified the morpheme, and then decided which affixation was applied in the
terms. Terms formed by compounding were classified according to the compound
categories; noun compound and adjectival compound. Then, the researcher found
out what the initialism and acronym stand for. Terms formed by the clipping process
were being analyzed by figuring out the syllable that is being clipped. The
researcher analyzed the terms undergoing the conversion process to figure out what
function the terms are changing. To figure out how the term was being coined, the
researcher found out the origin word of the terms. Some terms are also undergoing
multiple processes, and the researcher identified the processes by figuring out each
process applied to the terms.
In order to help the processes above, Oxford Advanced Learner’s
Dictionary was used to help the researcher find the base word or the original word
of the terms. This study also used Merriam-Webster's online dictionary to help find
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the base word. This study used two different dictionaries because the base of some
terms cannot be found in the Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary. Thus, this
study also used Merriam-Webster's online dictionary. After the base word or the
original word was found, the researcher determined the types of word-formation
processes. This study also used one additional dictionary to help the analysis
process, especially in finding the meaning of the terms. The researcher used the
Dictionary of Business and Economics Terms as the primary dictionary to look up
the meaning of each term. Some meanings from the dictionary, specifically for
economic terms, do not fit with the context in the news articles. Thus, the researcher
used Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary to look up the meaning of the terms.
Finding the meaning of each term was the first step to answer the second
problem formulation. After the meaning of each term was found, the researcher was
determining the semantic feature of each term. Applying the semantic feature
analysis in which it examines the meaning of words in relation to the other words
helped the researcher determine the semantic feature. The semantic feature of the
terms determined the semantic domain of the terms. Not only semantic features but
sentence context does also matter to determine the semantic domain. The semantic
domain led the researcher to find the difference in the financial condition of
Indonesia and Vietnam. More precisely, the semantic domain led the researcher to
see the focus difference of each newspaper.
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This chapter is divided into two particular parts. The first part discusses
how the economic terms are formed in The Jakarta Post newspaper and Việt Nam
News newspaper. This part answers the first problem formulation of the study. The
second part of this chapter discusses the semantic domain of the economic terms
found in The Jakarta Post newspaper and Việt Nam News newspaper. This part
answers the second problem formulation of the study.
A. Morphological Processes of Economic Terms Found in The Jakarta Post
Newspaper and Việt Nam News Newspaper
This part of the chapter elaborates on how The Jakarta Post newspaper
and Việt Nam News newspaper formed the economic terms. There are one hundred
twenty-eight economic terms found in the newspapers. Those terms undergo
different types of morphological processes of word-formation processes.
The table below shows the summary of the type of word-formation
processes that are formed the economic terms in The Jakarta Post newspaper and
Việt Nam News newspaper

No
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Table 2. List of Word-Formation Process
Word Formation Process
Frequency
Affixation
67
Compounding
23
Multiple Process
17
Initialism
11
Acronym
8
Conversion
2
Total
128
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The table above shows that affixation is the most frequent word-formation process
with a total occurrence of seventy-three terms. Affixation often changes the part of
speech of a term into another part of speech. The example is the term consumer in
which the part of speech changes from a verb into a noun. Moreover, there are five
more word-formation processes used to form the term found in the newspapers.
In the further part, the analysis is divided into six parts. Those six parts are
the type of word-formation processes that occurred in the terms. They are affixation,
compounding, initialism, acronym, conversion, and multiple processes.
1. Affixation
As mentioned in the review related to the theories, affixation is a wordformation process by attaching the affix to the base. According to the findings, there
are sixty-seven economic terms formed by attaching the base to affixes. This study
divided the affixation process into three parts. The first part is the terms that are
formed by attaching the base word to the derivational morpheme. The second part
is the terms formed by attaching the base word to the inflectional morpheme. The
last part is the terms formed by attaching the base word to both inflectional
morpheme and derivational morpheme
a. Derivational Process
Derivational morphemes are bound morphemes used to form a new word
of a different grammatical category from the base (Yule, 2010). However, some
derivational morphemes do not change the grammatical category (Fromkin et al.,
2011). Derivational morphemes include suffixes and prefixes. In some cases, a new
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word appears by attaching two affixes or attaching prefix and suffix to the base
word.
i.

Suffix
The table below shows the summary of the terms formed by attaching the
base to the derivational morpheme.

No
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Table 3. Terms Attached to the Derivational Suffix
Suffix
Function
Process
{-ment}
nominalizer
VN
{-ion}
nominalizer
VN
{-ing}
nominalizer
VN
{-ist}
nominalizer
NN
{-ity}
nominalizer
Adj  N
{-er}
nominalizer
VN
{-or}
nominalizer
VN
{-ive}
adjectivalizer
N  Adj
{-al}
adjectivalizer
N Adj
{-ing}
adjectivalizer
N  Adj
{-ive} + {-ity}
adjectivalizer + nominalizer N  Adj  N
{-able} + {-ity} adjectivalizer + nominalizer N  Adj  N

From the table, it can be seen that there are two types of suffix, nominal suffixes
and adjectival suffixes. There are seven nominal suffixes, they are {-ment}, {-ing},
{-ion}, {-ist}, {-ity}, {-er}, and {-or}. Another four suffixes are adjectival suffix,
they are {-ive}, {-ic}, {-al}, and {-ing}. Moreover, there is one combination
between adjectival suffix and nominal suffix to form the term.
1) Suffix {-ment}
The suffix {-ment} derives action nouns that denote processes or results,
and mainly attached to a verb (Plag, 2003). This statement matches with the
researcher’s finding. The researcher found six economic terms formed by attaching
the base word, a verb, to the suffix {-ment}. They are investment that occurs in each
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newspaper, followed by disbursement, procurement, management, and payment.
The tree diagram below shows the affixation process of the term investment.
investment (noun)

verb

suffix

invest

-ment

2) Suffix {-ion}
According to Plag (2003), suffix {-ion} denotes the outcomes of processes
that has been done. The researcher found three economic terms formed by attaching
the suffix {-ion} to the base word of the term. They are allocation, deflation and
inflation. The tree diagram below shows the affixation process of allocation, in
which the base is a verb.
allocation (noun)

verb

suffix

allocate

-ion

In the book, Plag (2003) explained that suffix {-ion} is attached to a verb ending in
-ate along with the change of the base-final consonant pronunciation from [t] to [ʃ].
3) Suffix {-ing}
According to Plag (2003), suffix {-ing} denotes the meaning of a process
or a result. In the book, Plag also stated that the suffix {-ing} could be attached to
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approximately any verb. The researcher found five economic terms formed by
attaching the base word to the suffix {-ing}. They are spending, funding, financing,
trading, and budgeting. In the news article, the terms attached to the suffix {-ing}
refer to a process. The tree diagram below is the affixation process of term spending.
spending (noun)

verb

suffix

spend

-ing

The derivational suffix {-ing} changes the part of speech from a verb into
a noun. It also applies to the other five terms. Moreover, the terms have functioned
as an object or subject in the sentence where the terms are found.
4) Suffix {-ist}
In the book, Plag (2003) stated that the suffix {-ist} derives a noun word
that stands for a person. The base words are mostly nouns word and adjective words.
The suffix {-ist} can be considered ‘person having to do with X,’ Plag stated. In the
news articles, the researcher only found one economic term attached to the suffix
{-ist]. The term is economist. The tree diagram below is for the term economist.
economist (noun)

noun

suffix

economy

-ist
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The tree diagram shows the suffixation process by the suffix {-ist} to the
base word economy. As explained before, the suffix {-ist} can be attached to the
noun or adjective base. The same happened in the term economist. The noun base
of the term is attached to the suffix to form the term, which denotes the person
having to do with something. In this case, the person has to do with the economy.
The term economist means a person who studies the economy or analyzes it
(Friedman, 2012).
5) Suffix {-ity}
The suffix {-ity} gives the meaning of qualities, states, or properties to the
word attached to it (Plag, 2003). Plag also stated that the base word attaches to the
suffix {-ity} is an adjective. This statement matched with the researcher’s findings
in the news articles. The researcher found one economic term attached to the suffix
{-ity}. The word is liquidity, and below is the tree diagram.
liquidity (noun)

adjective

liquid

suffix

-ity

The tree diagram shows the affixation process of the suffix {-ity} to the
base adjective base word. As defined in the above paragraph, the suffix {-ity} is
used to give the meaning specific meaning to the word. In the context of the news
articles, the suffix gives the sense of a state. Moreover, the suffix {-ity} changes the
part of speech from an adjective into a noun.
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6) Suffix {-er}
The suffix {-er} indicates the meaning that a person or a thing is active in
an event or an action (Plag, 2003). Plag also stated that it could be said that attaching
the suffix {-er} having the meaning of ‘person or thing having to do with X’. The
statement matches with the findings in the news articles in The Jakarta Post
newspaper and Việt Nam News newspaper. The researcher found three economic
terms formed by attaching the suffix {-er} to the base word. They are consumer,
buyer, and retailer. The tree diagram below is for the economic term retailer.
retailer (noun)

verb

suffix

retail

-er

The tree diagram shows the affixation process by the suffix {-er} to the
verb base word retail. As explained in the previous paragraph, in the context of the
news article used, the suffix gives the meaning of a person having to do with
something related to economic activities. Those economic activities are buying,
consuming, and retailing. In this case, the suffix {-er} also changes the part of
speech from a verb into a noun.
7) Suffix {-or}
The same explanation in the suffix {-er} applies to the suffix {-or}. It
happens since the suffix {-or} is the orthographic variant of the suffix {-er}.
However, the suffix {-or} mainly occurs when the ending of the base word is /s/ or
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/t/. It occurs in one economic term found by the researcher. The economic term is
investor. The affixation process of the suffix {-or} is also changing the part of
speech from a verb into a noun.
investor (noun)

verb

invest

suffix

-or

The tree diagram above shows the affixation process by the suffix {-or} in
the term investor. In the news article, the suffix {-or} gives the meaning of a person
having to do something related to economic activities. It means that the term implies
a person is investing.
8) Suffix {-ive}
The suffix {-ive} mostly attached to verbs, bound roots end in [t] or [s],
and nominal bases to form an adjective word (Plag, 2003). In the news article, the
researcher found one economic term formed by attaching the suffix {-ive} to the
base word. The term is productive. The tree diagram below shows the affixation
process by the suffix {-ive} to the base word ‘product’.
productive (adjective)

noun

suffix

product

-ive
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9) Suffix {-al}
The suffix {-al} also categorized as relational suffix. There are two
economic terms in the news article formed by attaching the base word to the suffix.
Those two economic terms are industrial and financial. The terms are categorized
as adjectives since, in the news article, a noun immediately follows them.
industrial (adjective)

noun

industry

suffix

-al

The tree diagram above shows the affixation process by the suffix {-al} to
the base ‘industry’. It can be seen that the suffix is changing the part of speech from
a noun into an adjective. The previous paragraph explained that the term
immediately followed by the noun and can be proved by the sentence in the news
article “…industrial areas and as household spending remains weak” (Akhlas,
2020).
10) Suffix {-ing}
The suffix {-ing} is mainly to form present participle; however, the suffix
can also form an adjective word. If the suffix aims to form an adjective word, it
appears in an attributive position. It means that if the term is formed by attaching
the suffix {-ing}, the result of the affixation process is the prenominal modifier
(Plag, 2003).
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manufacturing (adjective)

noun

suffix

manufacture

-ing

The tree diagram above shows the affixation process by the suffix {-ing}
to the base word ‘manufacture’. The term is categorized as an adjective since it
appears in an attributive position. Written in the newspaper, “The textile industry
contracted more deeply than the manufacturing industry” (Rahman, 2020).
Moreover, the suffix is changing the part of speech from a noun into an adjective.
11) Suffix {-ive} + {-ity}
Some words are formed by attaching two suffixes to the base word. One
example of the suffixes that can be paired is the suffix {-ive} and the suffix {-ity}.
As explained in the previous discussion, the suffix {-ive} has the function to form
an adjective word. In contrast, the suffix {-ity} has the function to form a noun word
and gives a meaning of qualities, states, or properties (Plag, 2003). In the news
article, the researcher found one economic term formed by attaching two suffixes
to the base. The term is productivity.
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productivity (noun)

adjective

noun

product

suffix

suffix

-ive

-ity

The tree diagram above is the affixation process for economic term
productivity. The affixation process also can be shown in the brackets, [[productive]-ity]. It is shown that the suffix {-ive} is firstly attached to form an adjective
from a noun base ‘product.’ After that, the suffix {-ity} is attached to form a noun
from an adjective word ‘productive’.
12) Suffix {-able} + {-ity}
Another two suffixes that can be paired are the suffix {-able} and the suffix
{-ity}. Suffix {-able} is an adjectival suffix that can be attached to mostly verbs and
nouns. The suffix {-able} is used to define ‘capable of being Xed’ or ‘liable or
disposed to X’ (Plag, 2003). As explained in the previous discussion, the suffix {ity} is a nominal suffix indicating qualities, states, or properties from adjectives.
The researcher found one economic term in the news article attached to the suffix
{-able} and {-ity}. The economic term is profitability.
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profitability (noun)

adjective

noun

suffix

profit

-able

suffix

-ity

The tree diagram shows the affixation process by the suffix {-able} and
the suffix {-ity} to the base word ‘profit’. As explained in the previous paragraph,
in this term, the suffix {-able} gives the meaning of ‘capable of being Xed’ and
creates an adjective. Thus, the meaning of the word ‘profitable’ is “that makes or is
likely to make money” (Hornby, 2010). The suffix {-ity} is attached to the word
‘profitable’ and becomes profitability. Thus, the meaning also changes into
“measure of earning, expressed as a percentage of earnings, total costs, total assets,
or equity” (Friedman, 2012)
ii.

Prefix and Suffix
In the news articles, the researcher found six economic terms formed by
attaching the base word to the prefix and suffix. The table below summarises the
terms formed by attaching the base word to the prefix and suffix.

No
1.
2.
3.
4.

Table 4. Terms Attached to Prefix and Suffix
Affixes
Economic Term
Base Word
Occurrence
Prefix
Suffix
unemployment
{un-}
{-ment} employ
1
cofounder
{co-}
{-er}
find
1
macroeconomic
{macro-} {-ic}
economy
2
co-operation
{co-}
{-ion}
operate
1
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From the table above, it can be seen that there are four different
combinations of prefix and suffix. Each combination of the prefix and suffix formed
new economic terms used in the news articles in The Jakarta Post newspaper and
Việt Nam News newspaper.
1) Prefix {un-} and suffix {-ment}
In the news article, the researcher found one economic term formed by
attaching the base to the prefix {un-} and suffix {-ment}. The base word is
‘employ’. The prefix {un-} can be attached to verbs and nouns. The prefix {un-} is
attached to the base to negate simple and determine adjectives. The prefix {un-} is
also used to express contraries (Plag, 2003). The suffix {-ment} is also attached to
the end of the base word. As explained in the previous explanation about the suffix
{-ment}, this suffix is mainly attached to the verbs and forms a noun.
unemployment (noun)

prefix

noun

verb

un-

suffix

employ -ment

The above tree diagram shows the multiple affixation process of economic
term unemployment. This multiple affixation also can be represented in brackets.
The brackets for this term is [un-[employ-ment]]. Firstly, the suffix {-ment} is
attached to ‘employ’ to form a noun form a verb. Then, the suffix {un-} is attached
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to give the meaning ‘not’. Thus, the meaning of the term unemployment is “state of
being without paid work, though willing and able to work and actively seeking
work” (Friedman, 2012).
2) Prefix {co-} and suffix {-er}
The researcher found one economic term in the news article attached to the
prefix {co-} and the suffix {-er} to the base. The base word that is attached to the
prefix and the suffix is ‘found’. The prefix {co-} gives the meaning ‘together,
jointly’ (Plag, 2003). While the suffix {-er} signifies active participant in an event
or gives the meaning of ‘person or thing having to do with X’ (Plag, 2003). The
economic term attached to prefix {co-} and the suffix {-er} is co-founder.
cofounder (noun)

prefix

co-

noun

verb

suffix

found

-er

The tree diagram above shows the affixation process by the prefix {co-}
and the suffix {-ment}. The multiple affixations of the economic term co-founder
also can be shown in the brackets. The brackets for the economic term cofounder is
[co-[found-er]]. Firstly, the suffix {-er} is attached to the base word and formed
‘founder’ and has the meaning of a person who causes something to be built. Then
the prefix {co-} is attached at the beginning of the word ‘founder’ and formed the
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economic term co-founder. The prefix {co-} gives the meaning of jointly founding
something. Thus, in the news article, co-founder refers to the person who jointly
found a fishery e-commerce start-up.
3) Prefix {macro-} and suffix {-ic}
In the news article, the researcher found two economic terms attached to
the prefix {macro-} and the suffix {-ic}. Both of the terms have the same base,
which is ‘economy’. The two economic terms are macroeconomic and macroeconomic. The difference between those two terms is the hyphen (-), which
separates the prefix with the word ‘economic’. The prefix {macro-} gives the
meaning of large, while the suffix {-ic} is an adjectivalizer.
macroeconomic (adjective)

prefix

macro-

adjective

noun

suffix

economy

-ic

The tree diagram above shows the affixation process by the prefix {macro} and the suffix {-ic} to the base word ‘economy’. Firstly, the base word ‘economy’
is attached to the adjectivalizer suffix {-ic}. After that, the word ‘economic’ is
attached to the prefix {macro-}, which quantifies the base word (Plag, 2003). Thus,
the result is a noun economic term macroeconomic and macro-economic.
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4) Prefix {co-} and suffix {-ion}
The researcher found one economic term that is formed by attaching the
suffix {co-} and the suffix {-ion}. The prefix {co-} gives the meaning of jointly or
together, while the suffix {-ion} is a nominalizer (Plag, 2003). The base word of
the economic term attached to the prefix and the suffix is ‘operate’. Thus, the
economic term found in the news article is co-operation.
co-operation (noun)

verb

suffix

prefix

verb

co-

operate

-ion

The tree diagram above shows the affixation process by the prefix {co-}
and the suffix {-ion} to the base word ‘operate’. The affixation process of the
economic term also can be shown in the brackets. According to the context of the
news article, the brackets of the economic term co-operation is [[co-operate]-ion].
Firstly, the base word ‘operate’ is attached to the prefix {co-} to give the meaning
jointly or together. Thus, the meaning of ‘co-operate’ becomes “to work together
with someone else to achieve something” (Hornby, 2010). The word ‘co-operate’
is then attached to the nominalizer suffix {-ion}. Thus, the word ‘co-operate’
becomes a noun economic term co-operation.
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b. Inflectional Process
Inflectional morphemes are bound morphemes that have strict
grammatical rules. Inflectional morpheme indicates features such as tense, number,
and person. Inflectional morphemes represent the relation between different parts
of a sentence (Fromkin et al., 2011). The table below shows the terms formed by
attaching the base to the inflectional morpheme.

No
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Table 5. Terms Attached to the Inflectional Morpheme
Base Word
Suffix
Function
shop
{-s}
3rd person singular present
disburse
{-ed}
Past tense
buy
{-ing}
Progressive
enterprise
{-s}
Plural
export
{-s}
Plural
customer
{-s}
Plural
subsidy
{-es}
Plural
business
{-es}
Plural
company
{-es}
Plural
fund
{-‘s}
Possessive

From the table, it can be seen that there are five types of inflectional morphemes
with different functions attached to the base. Those five inflectional morphemes are
{-s}, {-ed}, {-ing}, {-s} or {-es}, and {-‘s}. Moreover, the overall finding in
inflectional affixation is displayed in appendix 1, page 121.
i.

Inflectional Morpheme {-s}
Inflectional morpheme {-s} is attached to the verb to mark third-person
person singular present. In the data, the researcher only found one economic term
formed by attaching the base word with the inflectional morpheme {-s}. The
economic word is shops. According to Table 3, this term refers to buying goods
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done by a person in the news article. The affixation process of the term shops can
be seen in the tree diagram below.
shops (verb)

ii.

verb

suffix

shop

-s

Inflectional Morpheme {-ed}
Inflectional morpheme {-ed} is attached to the verb to mark or sign past
tense. According to Fromkin et al. (2011), the inflectional morpheme {-ed}
identifies the activity done before the speaker spoke. According to Table 3., the
researcher found one economic term formed by attaching the base word with the
inflectional morpheme {-ed}. That economic term is disbursed. In the news articles,
these two economic terms refer to the activity that has been done before the news
article was written. The tree diagram below shows the affixation process of the term
disbursed.
disbursed (verb)

verb

suffix

disburse

-ed
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iii.

Inflectional Morpheme {-ing}
Inflectional morpheme {-ing} is attached to the verb to mark or as the sign

of progressive. Fromkin et al. (2011) stated that inflectional morpheme {-ing}
conveys the relationship between the time the utterance is spoken and the action
time. According to Table 3., the researcher found one economic term formed by
attaching the base word with the inflectional morpheme {-ing}. The economic term
is buying. The tree diagram below shows the affixation process of economic term
buying.
buying (verb)

iv.

verb

suffix

buy

-ing

Inflectional Morpheme {-s} or {-es}
Inflectional morpheme {-s} with its variation {-es} is attached to the noun
to mark or the sign of plural. As stated before, inflectional morphemes represent the
relation between different parts of a sentence, which means that the morpheme {s} with its variation {-es} represents the amount of the noun. According to Table
3., the researcher found four economic terms formed by attaching to the inflectional
morpheme {-s} or {-es}.
Three terms are formed by attaching the base with the morpheme {-s}.
Three of them are customers, enterprises, and exports. The tree diagram below
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shows the affixation process of the term enterprises, which formed by attaching the
base, a noun, to the inflectional morpheme {-s}.
enterprises (noun)

noun

suffix

enterprise

-s

Three terms are formed by attaching the base with the morpheme {-es}.
The three economic terms are subsidies, businesses, and companies. The tree
diagram below shows the affixation process of the term businesses, which is formed
by attaching the base, a noun, to the morpheme {-es}
businesses (noun)

noun

business
v.

suffix

-es

Inflectional Morpheme {-‘s}
The inflectional morpheme {-‘s} is also attached to the noun. However, it
is marking the possessiveness of the noun. According to Table 3., the researcher
found one economic term formed by attaching the noun base to the inflectional
morpheme {-‘s}. The tree diagram below is the diagram for the economic term
fund’s.
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fund’s (noun)

noun

suffix

fund

-‘s

The tree diagram shows the morpheme's affixation process {-‘s} of the noun base
word ‘fund’. In the sentence where the term was found, the context of the term is
the chairman of the fund.
c. Derivational Process and Inflectional Process
In the news articles, the researcher found economic terms attached to both
derivational affixes and inflectional suffixes. The table below summarises the
economic terms formed by attaching the base to both derivational affixes and
inflectional suffixes.
Table 6. Terms Attached to the Derivational and Inflectional Morpheme
Affixes
Base Word
No
Term
(Part of Speech) Derivational Inflectional
1.
consumers
consume (v)
-er
-s
2.
workers
work (v)
-er
-s
3.
retailers
retail (v)
-er
-s
4.
traders
trade (v)
-er
-s
5.
transactions
transact (v)
-ion
-s
6.
promotions
promote (v)
-ion
-s
7.
investors
invest (v)
-or
-s
8.
payments
pay (v)
-ment
-s
9.
employees
employ (v)
-ee
-s
10.
discounted
count (v)
dis-ed

From the table, it can be seen that there are six different types of
derivational affixes. They are five derivational suffixes and one prefix. Most of the
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terms are attached to inflectional suffix {-s}, which shows plural. Moreover, there
is one term attached to the inflectional suffix {-ed} to show past tense.
i.

Derivational Morpheme {-er} and Inflectional Morpheme {-s}
The derivational suffix {-er} gives the meaning that a person or a thing
participates in an event (Plag, 2003). The researcher found five economic terms
attached to derivational morpheme {-er} and inflectional morpheme {-s}. They are
consumers that occurs in both newspapers, followed by workers, retailers, and
traders. The tree diagram below is for the term consumers.
consumers (noun)

noun

suffix

verb

suffix

consume

-er

-s

The tree diagram above shows the affixation process by the derivational
suffix {-er} and the inflectional suffix {-s} to the base word. The base word of the
economic term is ‘consume’. The suffix {-er} is attached to the base and changing
the part of speech from a verb into a noun. This change happens since the suffix {er} is a nominalizer. While the inflectional suffix {-s} is attached to the word
‘consumer’ as the sign of plural. Three more economic terms are experiencing the
same affixation process. They are workers, retailers, and traders.
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ii.

Derivational Morpheme {-ion} and Inflectional Morpheme {-s}
The derivational suffix {-ion} gives the meaning of an event or result of a
process (Plag, 2003). Plag (2003) also stated that the derivational suffix {-ion}
changing the final consonant of the base from [t] to [ʃ]. The change happens to the
economic terms found by the researcher in the news article. The economic terms
are also attached to the inflectional suffix {-s} to show the plural form of the terms.
The economic terms are transactions and promotions.
transactions (noun)

noun

verb

transact

suffix

suffix

-ion

-s

The tree diagram below shows the affixation process by the derivational
suffix {-ion} and the inflectional suffix {-s}. The base word of the term is ‘transact’.
Since the suffix {-ion} is a nominal suffix, the part of speech of the word is
changing from a verb into a noun. Inflectional suffix {-s} is attached to the word
‘transaction’ to show the plural form of the noun word.
iii.

Derivational Morpheme {-or} and Inflectional Morpheme {-s}
The derivational suffix {-or} has the same function as the derivational

suffix {-er} since it is the orthographic variant of the derivational suffix {-er}.
According to Plag (2003), the derivational suffix {-or} mostly occurs when the base
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word ending in /s/ or /t/. The inflectional suffix {-s} is attached to mark the plural
form of the word. The researcher found one economic term in the news article
attached to the derivational suffix {-or} and the inflectional suffix {-s}. The term is
investors. Moreover, the term occurs in each newspaper.
investors (noun)

noun

suffix

verb

suffix

invest

-or

-s

The tree diagram above shows the affixation process by the derivational
suffix {-or} and the inflectional suffix {-s}. The base word of the term is ‘invest’.
According to Plag (2003), after attaching the derivational suffix to the base word,
the meaning is ‘person having to do with investment’. The derivational suffix {-or}
also changing the part of speech from verb to noun. Since the inflectional suffix {s} is attached to the word ‘investor’, the word becomes plural, meaning more than
one person having to do with investment.
iv.

Derivational Morpheme {-ment} and Inflectional Morpheme {-s}
The derivational suffix {-ment} creates an action noun that indicates
process or result (Plag, 2003). At the same time, the inflectional suffix {-s} is
attached to mark the plural form of a noun word. The researcher found one
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economic term attached to the derivational suffix {-ment} and the inflectional suffix
{-s}. The term is payments.
payments (noun)

noun

verb

suffix

pay

-ment

suffix

-s

The above tree diagram shows the affixation process of the derivational
suffix {-ment] and the inflectional suffix {-s} to the base word. The base word of
the term is ‘pay’. The derivational suffix {-ment} changing the part of speech from
a verb into a noun. Inflectional suffix {-s} is attached as the mark of the plural form
of the noun word ‘payment’.
v.

Derivational Morpheme {-ee} and Inflectional Morpheme {-s}
Derivational suffix {-ee} frequently attached to the verbal base and
changing the part of speech into noun since it is a nominalizer. Inflectional suffix
{-s} attached to the economic term employees has the same function as the others
discussed before, as the plural marker. The researcher only found one economic
term formed by attaching the verb base to the derivational suffix {-ee} and the
inflectional suffix {-s}.
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employees (noun)

noun

suffix

verb

suffix

employ

-ee

-s

The above tree diagram shows the affixation process of economic term
employees. The verbal base ‘employ’ became the noun word ‘employee’ after
attached to the derivational suffix {-ee}. The meaning also changing from ‘to give
someone a job to do for payment’ (Hornby, 2010) to ‘person who works for
compensation’ (Friedman, 2012). Moreover, the inflectional suffix {-s} marks the
plural form of the word ‘employee’.
vi.

Derivational Morpheme {dis-} and Inflectional Morpheme {-ed}
In the news, the researcher found one economic term formed by attaching
the base word to the prefix {dis-} and the suffix {-ed}. The prefix {dis-} is used to
negate the base verb (Plag, 2003). It can be said that the derivational prefix {dis-}
forms a reversative verb, which means the reverse of the verb base of the term.
Inflectional suffix {-ed} marks the past tense of the verb.
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discounted (adjective)

noun

prefix

Dis-

suffix

verb

count

-ed

The tree diagram above shows the affixation process of the derivational
prefix {-dis} and the inflectional suffix {-ed} to the verb base. The verb base of the
economic term discounted is ‘count’. Derivational prefix {dis-} gives the reverse
meaning of the base word ‘count’. Derivational prefix {dis-} also does not change
the part of speech. Thus, according to Friedman (2012), it means ‘reduction in the
selling price of merchandise’. The inflectional suffix that is attached to the word
marked the past tense of the verb.
2. Compounding
Compounding, or composition, is a morphological process to form a
complex structure by combining two or more free morpheme of the same or
different parts of speech (Hamawand, 2011). In the news article, there are twentythree economic terms formed by the compounding process—the example of the
economic compound words found in the news articles listed in the table below.
Moreover, the overall finding of the compound word is in appendix 2, page 121.
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No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Table 7. List of Economic Compound Word
Compound Word
Head
(Part of Speech)
(Part of Speech)
businesspeople (noun)
people (noun)
wage subsidy (noun)
subsidy (noun)
supermarket (noun)
market (noun)
central bank (noun)
bank (noun)
online selling (noun)
selling (noun)
downstream (noun)
stream (noun)
chairwoman (noun)
woman (noun)
value-added tax (noun)
tax (noun)
after-tax profit (noun)
profit (noun)
slow-disbursed (adjective)
slow (adjective)

Modifier
business
wage
super
central
online
down
chair
value-added
after-tax
disbursed

According to Hamawand (2011), there are two types of compositionality;
full compositionality and partial compositionality. Full compositionality represents
endocentricity, while partial compositionality represents exocentricity. As shown
in the table above, eight examples of the compound economic terms are endocentric
compounds. While two of the compound economic terms, which are downstream
and chairwoman, are an exocentric compound. An endocentric compound is a
compound that has a head, while an exocentric compound is a compound in which
the meaning does not determine by its head (Aronoff & Fudeman, 2011).
a. Noun Compound
Noun compound is an arrangement of two free morpheme or lexical
substructure (Hamawand, 2011). The noun compound head is a noun, while the
modifier can belong to any part of speech. Moreover, the noun compound is used
to express a new idea. The examples of the noun compound in the news article are
businesspeople, wage subsidy, supermarket, central bank, and downstream.
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businesspeople (noun)

noun

noun

business

people

The tree diagram above is the compounding process of the two free
morphemes; they are ‘business’ and ‘people’. Both of the base words are free
morpheme since they are able to stand alone as a word. As shown in the tree
diagram, the word ‘business’ functioned as the modifier and the word ‘people’ is
the head of the compound. The economic compound word businesspeople
expressing a field-actor relationship. The Field-actor relationship happens when the
modifier refers to a field or subject where the head as the actor is involved
(Hamawand, 2011). The economic term businesspeople is a noun-noun compound,
meaning both the head and the modifier are nouns. The other examples of economic
terms that are noun-noun compound are wage subsidy, downstream, and
chairwoman.
supermarket (noun)

adjective

noun

super

market

The tree diagram above is the compounding process of the two free
morphemes; they are ‘super’ and ‘market’. The combined words are free
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morphemes since each word is able to stand alone as a word. The modifier of the
compound is ‘super’ and the head of the compound is ‘market’. The noun
compound supermarket expresses the property-object relationship. Property-object
relationship means that the modifier is an adjective that refers to the property, and
the head refers to the object (Hamawand, 2011). Moreover, the economic term
supermarket is an adjective-noun compound. Another example of an adjectivenoun compound is the economic term central bank and value-added tax.
online selling (noun)

adjective

noun

online

selling

The tree diagram above shows the compounding process by the two free
morphemes, ‘online’ and ‘selling’. As shown on the tree diagram, the compound
head is a noun, ‘selling’, combined with the adjective modifier, ‘online’. The
economic term online selling is a noun compound since it appears after determiner
in the sentence where the term is found. Moreover, online selling is an adjectivenoun compound.
The last example of adjective-noun compound is after-tax profit. Tree
diagram below shows the compounding process of the term after-tax profit by
combining the adjective ‘after-tax’ and noun ‘profit’. The adjective word ‘after-tax’
is formed by combining preposition ‘after’ and noun ‘tax’. The adjective is the
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modifier for the noun head of the noun compound. The economic term after-tax
profit means profit after the tax deduction.
after-tax profit (noun)

adjective

noun

preposition

noun

after

tax

profit

b. Adjective Compound
An adjective compound is an arrangement of two or more free morphemes
or lexical structure, and it describes a new condition or changes the modification of
an entity (Hamawand, 2011). The head of the compound is always an adjective,
while any word class can be the modifier. The result of the adjective compound is
denoting feature. Feature refers to an essential aspect of something (Hamawand,
2011). One adjective compound found in the news article is slow-disbursed
stimulus.
slow-disbursed (adjective)

adjective

adjective

slow

disbursed
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The tree diagram above shows the two free morpheme's compounding
process, ‘slow’ and ‘disbursed’. As shown in the tree diagram, ‘slow’ modifies the
past participle ‘disbursed’. This structure is possible since ‘slow’ can be an adverb
and is called a plain adverb where the adverb does not end with the suffix {-ly}.
Slow-disbursed stimulus means the disbursement of the stimulus is slow to be
accomplished. This compound structure also happens in the compound adjective
‘slow-witted’ found in the Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (2010).
3. Multiple Process
According to Yule (2010), a word can experience more than one wordformation process. From the news articles, the researcher found seventeen
economic terms formed by applying multiple word-formation processes. The table
below shows a summary of the findings.

No
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Table 8. List of the Multiple Process
Economic Term
Word-Formation Process
wage-subsidy programs
compounding + affixation
supermarkets
compounding + affixation
online promotions
compounding + affixation
middle-income citizens
compounding + affixation
low-income families
compounding + affixation
pre-tax profit
compounding + affixation
post-tax profit
compounding + affixation
e-commerce
clipping +compounding
socio-economic
clipping +compounding
entrepreneurs
borrowing + affixation

From the table, it can be seen that there are three different types of multiple
processes used to form economic terms. The first type is compounding and
affixation. Even though the process is the same, the compounding results and
attached affixes are different for each of the terms. The second type is clipping and
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compounding. The last type is coinage and affixation. The complete list of the terms
that are experiencing multiple processes is in appendix 3, page 122.
a. Compounding and Affixation
The researcher found twelve economic terms formed by the compounding
process and affixation process in the news article. There are two categories of
compound words found in the news article attached to the affix. Those two
categories are noun compound and adjective compound. The affix that are attached
to the compound word are inflectional suffix {-s} and {-es} and derivational prefix
{pre-} and {post-}.
The example economic term that experienced compounding and affixation
is wage-subsidy programs. The tree diagram below shows the compounding and
the affixation process.
wage-subsidy programs (noun)

noun

noun

wage-subsidy

suffix

noun

program

-s

From the tree diagram, it can be seen that the process of compounding is combining
the modifier ‘wage-subsidy’ and the head ‘program’. The combination of the
modifier and the head resulting in a noun compound ‘wage-subsidy program’. The
affixation process is shown by attaching the inflectional suffix {-s} to the noun
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compound. The inflection suffix {-s} is the plural mark of the term. The other
examples of the noun compound attached to the inflectional suffix {-s} are
supermarkets and online promotions.
The next example of the economic term that experienced the compounding
process and affixation process is middle-income citizens. The tree diagram below
shows the example of the process of how the term is formed.
middle-income citizens (noun)

noun

suffix

adjective

noun

middle-income

citizens

-s

From the tree diagram, it can be seen that the process of compounding is combining
the modifier ‘middle-income’ and the head ‘citizen’. The inflectional suffix {-s} is
the plural mark of the term.
Another economic term found by the researcher that has the same tree
diagram pattern is low-income families. The difference lies in the inflectional suffix
attached to the term. Low-income families has the inflectional suffix {-es} as the
plural marker of the term. The adjective ‘low-income’ is the modifier for the noun
head ‘family’.
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The last two examples of the economic terms that experienced
compounding and affixation are pre-tax profit and post-tax profit. The tree diagram
below shows the process of forming the term.
pre-tax profit (noun)

adjective

noun

prefix

noun

Pre-

tax

profit

From the tree diagram, it can be seen that the affixation is used to form the wprd
‘pre-tax’. The derivational prefix {pre-} has the meaning of ‘before’ (Plag, 2003).
The combination between the head ‘pre-tax’ and the modifier ‘profit’ is an noun
compound pre-tax profit.
Post-tax profit experienced the same process as pre-tax profit, which is
compounding and affixation. The affixation process is applied to form the word
‘post-tax’. Derivational prefix {post-} has the meaning of ‘after’ (Plag, 2003). The
word ‘post-tax’ is then combined with the word ‘profit’ and formed noun
compound.
b. Clipping and Compounding
The researcher found four economic terms formed by the clipping process
and compounding process in the news article. The two examples of the findings are
e-commerce and socio-economic. In order to form the term, a part of the term is
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clipped and the being combined with another word. In the case of the term ecommerce, the word ‘electronic’ is shortened into ‘e’. After that, it is combined with
the word ‘commerce’ and resulting in the economic term e-commerce. In the term
socio-economic, the word ‘society’ is shortened into ‘socio’ and then combined
with the word ‘economic’. The result of the combination is socio-economic.
c. Borrowing and Affixation
In the news article, the researcher found one economic term formed from
the borrowing and affixation processes. Borrowing is word formation process by
taking words from other languages (Yule, 2010). As explained before, affixation
process is a word-formation process in which attaching the affix to the word. The
economic term that experienced borrowing and affixation is entrepreneurs.
The base word of the term entrepreneurs is from a French, to be exact, Old
French word ‘entreprendre’. The French word ‘entreprendre’ means ‘to undertake’
(“Definition of ENTREPRENEUR,” 2020). Then, it was borrowed and become
‘entrepreneur’. According to Friedman (2012), the word ‘entrepreneur’ means
“individual who initiates business activity”. However, in the news article, the word
‘entrepreneur’ also experiencing the affixation process.
entrepreneurs (noun)

noun

entrepreneur

suffix

-s
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The tree diagram above shows the affixation process by the inflectional suffix {-s}.
The inflectional suffix {-s} is attached to the word ‘entrepreneur’ as the plural
marker of the noun word. Thus, it is no longer individual or person, but people who
start or begin a business activity.
4. Initialism
An initialism is a morphological process that forms a word by taking the
initial letters of all or some of the words in a phrase or title and pronounce it as a
series of letters (O’Grady & Archibald, 2016). There are eleven economic terms
found in the news articles that are undergoing initialism. The example of initial
economic terms is GDP, CPI, and CEO. Moreover, the overall findings in initialism
are in appendix 4, page 123.
The first example is GDP, and the pronunciation is /dʒiː diː piː/. The initial
stands for ‘gross domestic product’. The term GDP means a monetary value in final
goods or services produced within a country’s borders in a specific period and
includes everything produced within the country’s citizens and foreigners (Kramer,
2020). While according to Friedman (2012), GDP is the “market value of goods
and services produced by labor and property in the United States”. The next
example is CPI, and the pronunciation is /siː piː aɪ/. The initial stands for ‘consumer
price index’. The term CPI means a “measure of change in consumer process”
(Friedman, 2012). The last example is CEO, and it stands for ‘chief executive
officer’. CEO means an officer who has absolute management responsibility for the
institution (Friedman, 2012). Moreover, the pronunciation of CEO is /siː iː əʊ/.
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5. Acronym
An acronym is formed by taking the initial letters of all or some of the
words in a phrase or title and pronounce them as a word (O’Grady & Archibald,
2016). The researcher found eight acronyms of economic terms in the news articles.
Example of those eight economic terms is Indef and METI. Moreover, the complete
list of the acronyms is in appendix 5, page 123.
Both of the examples are the acronyms of the economic terms found in the
news articles. The first example, Indef, is found in a news article in The Jakarta
Post newspaper. The sentence “… economist Faisal Basri of the Institute for
Development of Economics and Finance (Indef) said at the discussion” (Rahman,
2020) is the evidence. From the sentence, it can be seen that Indef stands for
‘Institute for Development of Economics and Finance’. The last example is METI.
The sentence “…Japan’s Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) …”
(“Opening Trade, Investment, Developing Supply Chains Critical to Growth,
Coping With COVID-19: AEM,” 2020). From the sentence, it can be seen that
METI stands for ‘Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry’.
6. Conversion
Conversion is a morphological device to coin a new word from an existing
word by changing the part of speech and without adding any affixes (Hamawand,
2011). Even though conversion does not add affixes, the conversion is still a type
of derivation since it changes the category and its meaning. Thus, the conversion is
also called zero derivation (O’Grady & Archibald, 2016).
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In the news articles of The Jakarta Post newspaper, some economic terms
are formed by conversing an existing word to another part of speech. The table
below is the summary of the conversion of the economic term.

No
1.
2.

Table 9. List of the Conversion of the Economic Terms
Economic Term
Part of Speech
fund
NV
pivot
NV

From the table, it can be seen that two economic terms are undergoing conversion.
Those two economic terms are fund and pivot.
The conversion process experienced by both economic terms changes the
part of speech from a noun into a verb. Initially, as a noun, the word ‘fund’ means
an amount of money for general uses or purposes or dedicated to a particular use or
purpose (Friedman, 2012). However, as a verb, the word ‘fund’ means to provide
money for something (Hornby, 2010). Another economic term found in the news
article is pivot. As a noun, the word ‘pivot’ means the central point on which
something turns or balances. However, as a verb, it means to turn or balance in a
central point (Hornby, 2010).
B. Semantic Domain of Economic Terms Found in The Jakarta Post
Newspaper and Việt Nam News Newspaper
This part of the study discusses the semantic domain of the economic terms
found in The Jakarta Post newspaper and Việt Nam News newspaper. The semantic
domain of the economic terms is examined by applying semantic feature analysis.
According to Fromkin, Rodman, & Hyams (2011), semantic feature analysis is used
in order to find the meaning of the words in relation to the other words. The
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semantic features of each term are various. However, there is only one semantic
feature that is dominant for each term.
As stated in the journal article by Gliozzo (2006), the semantic domain
means a common area or topic usually discussed by people. It means that people
commonly discuss the semantic domain of the terms found in The Jakarta Post
newspaper and Việt Nam News newspaper. However, the semantic domain of each
term found in the news articles in each newspaper is different. The semantic domain
difference is used to differentiate the focus of the news article in terms of its
financial condition.
The table below summarizes semantic domains of the terms found in the
news articles by both newspapers after analyzing each meaning of the term.

No
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Table 10. List of Semantic Domains
The Jakarta Post
Việt Nam News
Prevention against Economic Crisis Prevention against Economic Crisis
Economic Booster
Economic Booster
Economic Crisis
Economic Crisis
Economic Activity
Economic Activity
Economic Organization
Economic Organization
Economic Sector
Post-pandemic Recovery
Effects of Pandemic
Survival support
Production Needs
Marketing strategy

From the table, it can be seen that both newspapers have the same amount of
semantic domain or topic. According to the economic terms found in the news
articles, both newspapers have eight semantic domains. As seen in the table, there
are five same semantic domains found in both newspapers. In The Jakarta Post
newspaper, three different semantic domains are discovered, so as in the Việt Nam
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News newspaper. In the further part, the discussion is divided into two parts,
according to the newspapers.
1. The Jakarta Post Newspaper
The semantic features of the economic terms found in the newspaper help
the researcher to determine the semantic domain of the term. Moreover, the
researcher determined the semantic domain by considering the meaning of the term
according to the sentence's context. In The Jakarta Post Newspaper, there are eight
domains.
a. Prevention against Economic Crisis
In the newspaper, the researcher found 12 economic terms categorized as
the prevention against economic crisis domain. According to the terms that carry
the semantic feature, the terms are categorized in prevention against the economic
crisis domain. The Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (2010) defines
‘prevention’ as the act of stopping something bad from happening. Thus, prevention
against economic crisis means the act or thing to stop the economic crisis. Seven
semantic features support this domain. Those seven semantic features are
[+money], [+strategy], [+measurement], [+shipping], [+method], [+team], and
[+ability].
i.

[+money]
The first feature that formed prevention against economic crisis domain is
[+money]. This feature is found in two economic terms, spending and wage subsidy.
The terms have [+money] as the feature since the meaning of the terms refers to
money. The meaning of the term spending is the example. According to Oxford
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Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (2010), the definition of spending is “the amount
of money that is spent by a government or an organization”.
“The government announced on Friday that spending on the social safety
net reached Rp 95.57 trillion, almost 47 percent of the Rp 203.94 trillion
allocation for such programs as the family hope and preemployment cards,
as well as electricity subsidies for low-income households.”

Based on the meaning of the economic term in the given context where the
term appears, the term spending is categorized as prevention against economic
crisis domain. According to the meaning, the economic terms have the semantic
feature [+money]. Moreover, the sentence context shows that the terms are
revealing prevention against economic crisis since it is the money used by the
government to help the citizens.
ii.

[+strategy]
The second feature that formed prevention against economic crisis is
[+strategy]. Three economic terms have this feature. Those economic terms are
allocation, pivot, and budgeting. The economic terms have [+strategy] as the
feature since the meaning of the terms refers to things done to achieve something.
The meaning of pivot is the example. According to Oxford Advanced Learner’s
Dictionary (2010), the definition of pivot is “to turn or balance on a central point”.
“In every crisis, start-ups should look for new opportunities or entry points.
For existing companies, you can pivot your business to stay resilient,”
fintech start-up Investree founder Adrian Gunadi said during a webinar on
Thursday.”

The term pivot is categorized as prevention against economic crisis, and
the context of the sentence supports it. According to the meaning of the terms, the
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feature is [+strategy]. Moreover, the sentence context shows that the terms are
revealing prevention against economic crisis domain since they are categorized as
a strategy to prevent the possible economic crisis during this pandemic.
iii.

[+measurement]
The third feature that formed prevention against economic crisis domain

is [+measurement]. The researcher found one economic term that has
[+measurement] as the feature, namely, profitability. The term has [+measurement]
as the feature since the meaning refers to the measurement used in the economy.
According to the Dictionary of Business and Economic Term (2012), the definition
of profitability is “a measure of earnings, expressed as a percentage of earnings on
sales, total costs, total assets, or equity”.
“Meanwhile, start-ups in the growth stage should focus on scalability and
profitability to survive the health crisis and possibly attract new
investors.”

Based on the meaning of the economic term in the given context where the
term appears, the term profitability is categorized in prevention against economic
crisis domain. According to the meaning of the term, the feature of profitability is
[+measurement]. Moreover, the sentence context shows that the term reveals
prevention against economic crisis since it is the measurement to measure or
calculate economy-related things, such as money, to maintain a stable economy in
this time of the pandemic.
iv.

[+shipping]
The fourth feature that formed prevention against economic crisis domain
is [+shipping]. The researcher found one economic term in which the feature is
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[+shipping]. The term is exports. The term has [+shipping] as the feature since the
meaning of the term refers to the activity done and related to trading. According to
the Dictionary of Business and Economic Term (2012), the definition of export is
“ship goods produced in one country to be sold in another; also, the goods
exported”.
“Almost all of our products are for exports, but as our logistics were
disrupted, we quickly marketed our goods to domestic consumers,” she
said. “In times of uncertainty, we can learn to ride the wave.”

Based on the meaning of the economic term in the given context where the
term appears, the term exports is categorized in prevention against economic crisis
domain. According to the meaning of the term, it has [+activity] as the feature. This
feature happens since export is an activity that is done to ship goods to another
country. However, in the given context, the goods exported to another country are
not shipped. Instead, the goods are sold in Indonesia. Thus, the context of the term
shows that the term is revealing prevention against economic crisis domain.
v.

[+method]
The fifth feature that formed prevention against economic crisis domain is
[+method]. This feature is found in three economic terms. Those economic terms
are payments, red-tape, and fund. The terms have [+method] as the feature since
the meaning of the terms shows that the terms are a specific way to do something.
The meaning of fund is the example. According to the Dictionary of Business and
Economic Term (2012), the definition of fund is “an amount of money that may be
available either for general uses, or purposes or that may be dedicated to a specific
use or purpose”.
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“The government has spent Rp 183.5 trillion (US$12.6 billion), 26.4
percent, of the total budget for the COVID-19 response, mostly to fund
social assistance programs.”

The term fund is considered prevention against economic crisis, and it is
supported by the context of the sentence where the term is found. Based on the
context of the sentence and Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (2010), the
definition of fund is “to provide money for something, usually something official”.
Moreover, the context shows that the terms show prevention against economic
crisis since it is a method to prevent the possibly happening crisis.
vi.

[+team]
The seventh feature formed prevention against economic crisis domain is
[+team]. This feature is found in one economic term. The economic term is task
force. The term has [+team] since the meaning of the term refers to a group of
people who work together doing a particular task.
“The social safety net and [assistance for] MSMEs are the areas the
President wants the task force to pay its utmost attention to,” Budi Gunadi
Sadikin, the head of the economic recovery task force, said in a virtual
press conference on Friday.”

Based on the meaning of the term in the given context where the term
appears in the news article, task force is categorized as prevention against economic
crisis domain. According to the Dictionary of Business and Economic Term (2012),
the definition of task force is a “temporary team of people assembled to achieve a
specific objective, usually involving investigative activities”. From the meaning
and the context, it can be concluded that task force is an agent or group of people
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formed to achieve a specific purpose, which is the recovery of the financial
condition.
vii.

[+ability]
The last feature that formed prevention against economic crisis domain is
[+ability]. The researcher found this feature in one economic term. The term is
liquidity. The term has [+ability] as the feature since the meaning of the term refers
to someone's ability or something to prevent the economic crisis. According to the
Dictionary of Business and Economic Term (2012), the definition of liquidity is the
“ability of an individual or company to convert assets into cash or cash equivalents
without significant loss”.
“He went on to say that start-ups needed to maintain their liquidity and
build runway, which is the calculation on how long a company can survive
when income and expenses stay constant.”

Based on the meaning of the economic term in the given context where the
term appears, the term liquidity is categorized as prevention against economic crisis
domain. The feature of the term is [+ability], and it can be seen from the meaning
of the term. According to the context and meaning, liquidity is categorized in this
domain since it is needed to prevent the economic crisis in Indonesia.
b. Economic Booster
In the newspaper, the researcher found 22 economic terms that are
categorized as the economic booster domain. The Oxford Advanced Learner’s
Dictionary (2010) defines ‘booster’ as things that help, encourage, or improve
something or someone. Thus, an economic booster means something that can help,
encourage, or improve the economy. The terms are categorized as the economic
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booster according to the terms that carry the semantic feature. Nine semantic
features support this domain. Those eight semantic features are [+money], [+state],
[+activity], [+agent], [+method], [+business], and [+company].
i.

[+money]
The first feature that formed the economic booster domain is [+money].
The researcher found this feature in two economic terms. The terms are subsidies
and wage-subsidy programs. They have [+money] as the feature since the meaning
refers to money to boost or support the economy. The meaning of the term subsidies
is an example. According to the Dictionary of Business and Economic Term (2012),
the definition of subsidy is “payment or other favorable economic stimulus (such
as remission of taxation) given by the government to certain individuals or groups
of economic entities, usually to encourage their continued existence”.
“The government announced on Friday that spending on the social safety
net reached Rp 95.57 trillion, almost 47 percent of the Rp 203.94 trillion
allocation for such programs as the family hope and preemployment cards,
as well as electricity subsidies for low-income households.”

Based on the meaning in the given context of the sentence where the term
appears, subsidies is categorized in the economic booster domain. The term also
has [+money] as the feature. The terms are categorized as the economic booster
since they support low-income households to continue any economic activities.
Moreover, subsidies and wage-subsidy programs exist to lighten the burden and to
increase citizens’ purchasing power.
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ii.

[+state]
The second feature that formed the economic crisis domain is [+state]. In
the news article, the researcher found the feature [+state] in one term. The term is
productive. The term has [+state] as the feature since the meaning of the term refers
to a state or condition that can help boost or strengthen the economy. According to
the Dictionary of Business and Economic Term (2012), the definition of productive
is the state of being creative.
“It also disbursed Rp 47.03 trillion, 38 percent, of the Rp 123.46 trillion
stimulus budget for micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs) in the
form of debt restructuring, interest rate subsidies and the newly launched
productive cash transfer.”

Based on the meaning at the given context of the sentence where the term
appears, productive is categorized in the economic booster domain. According to
the context and Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (2010), the definition of the
term is “doing or achieving a lot”. Thus, the term is categorized as an economic
booster since it is needed to keep the economy moving. Moreover, it is essential,
especially in amid of the pandemic.
iii.

[+activity]
The fourth feature that formed an economic booster is [+activity]. The

feature [+activity] is found in one economic term. The term is buying. The term has
the feature [+activity] since the meaning of the term refers to the activity done to
support the economy. The term is on the progressive verb form, and the base word
is ‘buy’. According to Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (2010), the definition
of buy is “to obtain something by paying money for it”.
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“The COVID-19 pandemic has aggravated the prevalent issues of
competitiveness that have been battering the Indonesian textile industry,
as people are buying fewer clothes due to declining incomes.”

Based on the meaning of the term in the given context, the term buying is
categorized in the economic booster domain. The meaning of the term leads the
term to have [+activity] as the feature of the term. The sentence context shows that
the term reveals an economic booster since it is an activity to support the Indonesian
economy. Moreover, even though people are buying fewer clothes, it still counts as
an economic booster since this activity does not stop completely.
iv.

[+agent]
The fifth feature that formed the economic booster domain is [+agent].
This feature is found in eleven economic terms. Those terms are economists,
businesspeople, investors, consumers, chairman, entrepreneurs, consumer, buyer,
workers, employees, and cofounder. The feature is [+agent] since the meaning of
the terms refers to people who play a role in the economy. The meaning of the term
entrepreneurs is an example. According to the Dictionary of Business and
Economic Term (2012), the definition of an entrepreneur is “individual who
initiates business activity”.
“Meanwhile, former Jakarta deputy governor and entrepreneur Sandiaga
Uno said he saw many start-ups emerge during the pandemic as a sign that
Indonesian entrepreneurs could find opportunities in a crisis.”

The term entrepreneurs is categorized as an economic booster, and the
context of the sentence supports it. The meaning of the term entrepreneurs carries
the feature [+agent]. Moreover, the context of the sentence shows that the term is
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revealing the economic booster domain since entrepreneurs are considered
economic agents who can strengthen the financial condition. Entrepreneurs and all
economic agents listed above are also influential, especially after Indonesia’s
financial condition decreases.
v.

[+method]
The sixth feature that formed the economic booster domain is [+method].
The feature [+method] is found in three economic terms. Those terms are funding,
e-payment, and preemployment cards. The terms have [+method] as the feature
since the meaning of the terms refers to a way to achieve something. The meaning
of the term funding is for example. The Dictionary of Business and Economic Term
(2012) defines funding as “refinancing a debt on or before its maturity”.
“However, economists and businesspeople have criticized the slow
disbursement of the stimulus funding, saying it risks a further slowing
down of the economy.”

Based on the meaning of the term in the given context, the term funding is
categorized as an economic booster. The feature of the term is [+method].
According to the context and Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (2010), the
definition of the term funding in the sentence above becomes the act of providing
money for such a purpose. Moreover, the context shows that the term reveals an
economic booster since it is needed for people to help their finances.
vi.

[+business]
The seventh feature that formed the economic booster domain is
[+business]. The feature [+business] is found in one economic term, namely, ecommerce. The term has the feature [+business] since the meaning refers to a type
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of business. The Dictionary of Business and Economic Term (2012), defines ecommerce as “the buying and selling of goods over the internet”.
“Fishery e-commerce start-up Aruna cofounder Utari Octavianty said
during the webinar that she pivoted her business in just a week after
Indonesia announced rising COVID-19 cases in the country.”

Based on the meaning of the term in the given context where the term
appears, the term e-commerce is categorized in the economic booster domain.
According to the context, the term's definition becomes a fishery business that sells
the product over the internet. Thus, the feature of the term is [+business]. Moreover,
the context of the sentence shows that the term is revealing an economic booster
since the business is still running even though the condition is difficult.
vii.

[+company]
The last feature that formed the economic booster domain is [+company].
The researcher found three economic terms that have [+company] as the feature.
Those three terms are enterprises, start-up, and parent company. The terms have
the feature [+company] since the terms refer to the company that helps the country's
financial condition. The meaning of parent company is for example. According to
the Dictionary of Business and Economic Term (2012), the parent company's
definition is “company that owns or controls subsidiaries through the ownership of
voting stock”.
“The company produces 9,000 tons of such products each year,
contributing 4 percent to the revenue of its parent company, PT Malindo
Feedmill.”
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The term parent company is categorized as an economic booster, and the
context of the sentence supports it. The term is categorized in the economic booster
domain since parent company plays an essential role in business. It helps to
maintain the subsidiaries to keep running. Moreover, the context shows that the
terms reveal the economic booster domain since it is part of the financial supporter.
c. Economic Crisis
In the news articles, the researcher found fourteen economic terms that are
categorized as economic crisis domain. The Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary
(2010) defines ‘crisis’ as a time of great danger, difficulty, or confusion when
problems must be solved, or important decisions must be made. Thus, an economic
crisis means a time of great danger, difficulty, or confusion in the economy, and it
needs to be resolved by making decisions. The terms are categorized as the
economic crisis according to the terms that carry the semantic feature. Seven
features support the economic crisis domain. Those eight feature are [+termination],
[+index], [+condition], [+money], and [+value].
i.

[+termination]
The first feature that formed the economic crisis domain is [+termination].
The researcher found the feature [+termination] in one economic term. The term is
namely layoffs. The term has [+termination] as the feature since the meaning of the
term refers to ending something in particular. According to the Dictionary of
Business and Economic Term (2012), the definition of layoff is to “remove,
temporarily or permanently, an employee from a payroll because of an economic
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slowdown or a production cutback, not because of poor performance or an
infraction of company rules”.
“As the pandemic has led to pay cuts and layoffs among tens of millions
of workers, the government is also allocating Rp 37.8 trillion to help those
earning less than Rp 5 million a month.”

The term layoffs is categorized as the economic crisis, and the context of
the sentence supports it. The term is categorized as an economic crisis since this
type of termination is detrimental to the workers. Moreover, the context shows that
the term reveals an economic crisis that must be recovered immediately.
ii.

[+index]
The second feature that formed the economic crisis domain is
[+measurement]. Three economic terms have [+measurement] as the feature. Those
three terms are productivity, benchmark, and CPI. The terms have [+index] as the
feature since they refer to an index used in the economy to measure something. The
meaning of the term CPI is an example. CPI stands for consumer price index.
According to the Dictionary of Business and Economic Term (2012), the consumer
price index measures the change in consumer prices.
“BPS said Indonesia's consumer price index (CPI) declined to 1.32 percent
in August. The CPI fell further below Bank Indonesia’s 2020 inflation
target of 2 to 4 percent to reach the lowest level since May 2000, as the
global health crisis continued to batter the country's economy and
consumer spending.”

Based on the meaning of the economic term in the given context, the
economic term CPI is categorized in the economic crisis domain. The feature of the
term is [+index] since the meaning of the term is an index to measure the change in
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consumer price. Moreover, the term is categorized as an economic crisis since
Indonesia’s CPI declined and can cause deflation.
iii.

[+condition]
The third feature that formed the economic crisis domain is [+condition].

There are four economic terms found by the researcher that has the feature of
[+condition]. The terms are unemployment, fallout, deflation, and inflation. The
feature [+condition] is determined based on the meaning of the term. The meaning
of unemployment is, for example. According to the Dictionary of Business and
Economic Term (2012), the definition of unemployment is a “state of being without
paid work, though willing and able to work and actively seeking work”.
“The government estimates that the open unemployment rate will
increase to around 8.1 to 9.2 percent due to the impacts of the COVID-19
outbreak, from 4.8 to 5 percent previously, while the poverty rate could
surge to around 9.7 to 10.2 percent from 8.5 to 9 percent before the
pandemic, according to Suharso.”

Based on the meaning of the economic term in the given context, the term
is categorized as the economic crisis domain. The term carries the semantic feature
[+condition]. According to the context, this condition is considered an economic
crisis since it can weaken the purchasing power of the citizens. Moreover, the text
context shows that the terms are revealing economic crisis since this condition able
to increase the poverty rate.
iv.

[+money]
The fourth feature that formed the economic crisis domain is [+money].
This feature is found in four economic terms. Those terms are investment, income,
value-added tax, and slow-disbursed stimulus. The meaning of the terms determines
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the feature [+money] of the terms. The meaning of the term income is an example.
According to the Dictionary of Business and Economic Term (2012), the definition
of income is an economic benefit.
“The pandemic has lowered the income of all kinds of businesses, from
small to medium-sized to large, he said.”

Based on the meaning of the term in the given context, the term is
categorized as the economic crisis domain. The term carries the semantic feature
[+money]. Seen from the context of the sentence, the definition from Oxford
Advanced Learner’s Dictionary is more suitable. According to Oxford Advanced
Learner’s Dictionary (2010), the definition of income is the money that a person, a
region, a country, etc., earns from work, from investing money, from business, etc.
However, the term is categorized as an economic crisis since citizens who work
earn less because of the pandemic.
v.

[+value]
The last feature that formed the economic crisis domain is [+value]. Two
economic terms carry the feature [+value]. Those two terms are purchasing power
and GDP. The meaning of the terms determines the feature of the terms. The
meaning of the term purchasing power is an example. According to the Dictionary
of Business and Economic Term (2012), the definition of purchasing power is the
value of money as measured by the goods and services it can buy.
“Inflation in many countries slowed [and] even headed into deflation, as
the COVID-19 pandemic delivered a severe blow to [both] the demand and
supply sides,” BPS head Suhariyanto told a virtual press briefing on Sept.
1. “The declining trend in core inflation showed that purchasing power
has yet to recover.”
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Based on the meaning, the term is categorized as economic crisis domain.
According to the meaning and the context, the term carries the feature [+value]. The
terms purchasing power and GDP are considered an economic crisis domain since
the terms show the unpleasant effect of the pandemic. Moreover, the context
indicates that the terms are revealing the economic crisis.
d. Economic Activity
The researcher found four economic terms in the news articles that are
considered as economic activity domain. Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary
(2010) defines ‘activity’ as a situation in which something is happening or many
things are being done. Thus, economic activity is a situation in which something is
happening related to the economy. According to the meaning and according to the
text context, the terms are considered economic activity domain. The semantic
feature also has a role in determining the semantic domain. Three semantic features
support the economic activity domain. Those three semantic features are
[+method], [+subsidy], and [+change].
i.

[+method]
The first feature that formed the economic activity domain is [+method].

The researcher found two economic terms in which the feature is [+method]. The
terms are disbursed and financing. According to Oxford Advanced Learner’s
Dictionary (2010), the definition of ‘disburse’ is to pay money to someone from a
large amount that has been collected for a purpose.
“It also disbursed Rp 47.03 trillion, 38 percent, of the Rp 123.46 trillion
stimulus budget for micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs) in the
form of debt restructuring, interest rate subsidies and the newly launched
productive cash transfer.”
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Based on the context of the sentence, the term disbursed is categorized as
economic activity. The term is naming a method to help enterprises during this
pandemic. The term has the feature [+method] since it is an activity that is done for
a certain purpose or a certain result. In this context, the purpose is to help micro,
small and medium enterprises. Thus, the term is categorized in the economic
activity domain that has the feature [+method].
ii.

[+subsidy]
The second feature that formed the economic activity domain is
[+subsidy]. There is one economic term found by the researcher that has the feature
[+subsidy]. The term is disbursement. The meaning of the term determines the
feature [+subsidy]. The Dictionary of Business and Economic Term (2012) defines
‘disbursement’ as paying out of money to discharge a debt or an expense.
“However, economists and businesspeople have criticized the slow
disbursement of the stimulus funding, saying it risks a further slowing
down of the economy.”

Based on the given context of the sentence where the term appears, the
term is categorized as economic activity. Disbursement is naming a subsidy for
people who need help in their finances. The term has the feature [+subsidy] since it
is an allowance for people affected by the pandemic. Moreover, this correspondence
to the definition of subsidy. According to the Dictionary of Business and Economic
Term (2012), the definition of subsidy is payment or another favorable economic
stimulus (such as remission of taxation) given by the government to certain
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individuals or groups of economic entities, usually to encourage their continued
existence, growth, development, and profitability.
iii.

[+change]
The last feature that formed the economic activity domain is [+change].

This feature is found in one economic term, namely, biggest shake-up. The term
consists of two words, ‘biggest’ and ‘shake-up’. According to Oxford Advanced
Learner’s Dictionary (2010), the definition of ‘biggest’ is large in size, degree,
amount, etc. At the same time, the Dictionary of Business and Economic Term
(2012) defines shake-up as a rapid change in the management and structure of an
organization.
“In proposals that could amount to the biggest shake-up of the monetary
authority in two decades, the panel also suggested economic growth and
employment be added to Bank Indonesia’s (BI) mandate among other
amendments to Indonesia’s central bank law.”

Based on the meaning of the term and based on the given context where
the term appears, biggest shake-up is categorized as the economic activity domain.
Economic activity happens in the form of a change in the management and the
structure of a particular organization. Moreover, this economic activity is in the
hope of changing the country’s economy for the better. Thus, the term is categorized
in the economic activity domain that has the feature [+change].
e. Economic Organization
In the news articles, the researcher found six economic terms categorized
in the economic organization domain. Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary
(2010) defines ‘organization’ as a group of people who form a business, club, etc.,
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together to achieve a specific purpose. Thus, economic organization means a group
of people who gather to achieve a specific purpose related to the economy. The
economic organization domain is determined by considering the meaning of the
terms. This domain is also determined by considering the context of the sentence
where the economic terms appear in the sentence. Four semantic features support
the economic organization domain. Those five semantic features are [+association],
[+organization], [+agency], and [+institution].
i.

[+association]
The first feature that formed the economic organization domain is
[+association]. In the news article, the researcher found one economic term that has
the feature [+association]. The term is Amvesindo. In Indonesia, Amvesindo stands
for Asosiasi Modal Ventura Untuk Startup Indonesia. In the news article, the
translation of Asosiasi Modal Ventura Untuk Startup Indonesia is Venture Capital
and Start-Up Indonesia Association.
“An estimated 15 percent of the country’s start-ups were “severely
affected” by the global health crisis between March and May, according to
the Venture Capital and Start-Up Indonesia Association (Amvesindo).
The figure had gone up to 25 percent by August and is projected to further
increase as the pandemic progresses.”

The term is categorized as an economic organization based on the meaning
and context where the term appears. The feature of the term is [+association] since
Amvesindo is an association in which people who have the same interest gather and
have definite intentions. In Amvesindo, the intention is to support new start-ups to
grow.
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ii.

[+organization]
The second feature that formed the economic organization domain is
[+organization]. The researcher found two economic terms that have the feature
[+organization] in the news article. Those two terms are WTO and CORE. The terms
have this feature since the meaning of the terms refers to an organization related to
economic, for example, the term WTO. The term WTO stands for World Trade
Organization.
“Redma added that the global market share of Indonesian textile products
fell slightly to 1.58 percent in 2018 from 1.66 percent in 2009, citing data
from the World Trade Organization (WTO).”

Supported by the context of the sentence, the term WTO is categorized in
the economic organization domain. WTO is categorized in this domain since it is an
organization in which the rules are already set. WTO is a world-based organization
dealing with trade between nations. Based on the context of the sentence, WTO is
an organization that gives trade information.
iii.

[+agency]
The third feature that formed the economic organization domain is

[+agency]. Two economic terms have this feature. Those terms are BPS and
Bappenas. The terms carry this feature since the meaning refers to the agency
related to the economy, for example, the meaning of BPS. In Indonesian, BPS stands
for Badan Pusat Statistik. Translated to English, it becomes Statistic Indonesia.
“Indonesia's textile and garment industry contracted 14.23 percent yearon-year (yoy) in the second quarter as domestic and global demand slowed,
compared to an annualized growth rate of 20.71 percent in the
corresponding period in 2019, according to Statistics Indonesia (BPS).”
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Seen from the context of the sentence where the term appears, BPS is
categorized in the economic organization domain. The term has [+agency] as the
feature since BPS is a government department that provides services, especially in
other businesses or organizations. Based on the context of the sentence, BPS is
providing information about the textile and garment industry.
iv.

[+institution]
The last feature that formed the economic organization domain is
[+institution]. In the news articles, the researcher found one economic term that has
the feature [+institution]. The term is Indef. The meaning of the term determines
the feature of the term. The acronym Indef stands for Institute for Development of
Economics and Finance.
“The continued use of outdated machinery corresponded with the
investment data, which showed that the majority of investment funds had
been channeled toward developing new buildings and not to upgrading
machinery and equipment, economist Faisal Basri of the Institute for
Development of Economics and Finance (Indef) said at the discussion.”

The given context of the sentence shows that the term Indef is categorized
as an economic organization. Indef carries the feature [+institution] since Indef is
an institution where the major activity is to do research and policy studies on
economic and finance issues. According to the context, Indef is functioned as the
information resources, particularly about the textile industry. The information is
delivered through the economist who is involved in Indef.
f. Economic Sector
The researcher found three economic terms in the news articles that are
categorized in the economic sector domain. According to the Oxford Advanced
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Learner’s Dictionary (2010), ‘sector’ means The economic sector domain is
determined by considering the meaning of the term and the context given to the
sentence where the terms appear. The semantic feature also has an important role
in forming the domain. In the economic sector domain, two features support the
domain. Those features are [+industry] and [+category].
i.

[+industry]
The feature [+industry] is the first feature that formed the economic sector
domain. There is one economic term found in the news articles that has the feature
[+industry]. The term is manufacturing. The feature is determined by considering
the meaning of the term. According to Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary
(2010), the definition of manufacturing is the business or industry of producing
goods in large quantities.
“The textile industry contracted more deeply than the manufacturing
industry, which shrank 6.19 percent yoy in the second quarter this year.”

Based on the given context of the sentence, the term manufacturing is
categorized as an economic sector. The term carries the feature [+industry] since a
factory produces goods from large material in the industry. The same goes for
manufacturing, but it is mass production. As seen from the sentence where the term
appears, manufacturing is an object compared with textile. Moreover, the context
of the sentence shows that the term is revealing that the term belongs to the
economic sector domain.
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ii.

[+category]
The feature [+category] is the last feature that formed the economic sector
domain. In the news article, the researcher found two economic terms that carry the
feature [+category]. Those two economic terms are industrial and macroeconomic.
The feature [+category] is determined by considering the meaning of the terms. For
example, the meaning of the term industrial. According to the Dictionary of
Business and Economic Term (2012), industrial is a company classification that
produces and distributes goods and services.
“However, risks remain as new COVID-19 clusters emerge in factories
and industrial areas and as household spending remains weak.”

Based on the meaning of the term in the given context, the term industrial
is categorized as an economic sector. The term has the feature [+category] since
industrial is one of the economic sectors. In the sentence, the term appears to name
the area where the new cluster of viruses spread. Thus, the term has the feature
[+category] and is categorized in the economic sector domain. The same goes to
the term macroeconomic, which becomes a business category according to the
sentence context.
g. Effects of Pandemic
The researcher found five economic terms that are categorized as effects
of pandemic domain. Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (2010) defines
‘effect’ as a change that someone or something causes in someone or something.
Thus, by mean, effects of pandemic is a change that pandemic cause in someone or
something. The domain is determined by considering the given context of the
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sentence where the terms appear. Besides considering the given context, the terms
are categorized as effects of pandemic according to the meaning that carries the
semantic feature. Two semantic features support the domain. Those three features
are [+people], and [+company].
i.

[+people]
The first feature that formed effects of pandemic domain is [+people].
Three economic terms carry the feature [+people]. Those three terms are lowincome families, middle-income citizens, and start-up founders. The feature is
determined by the meaning of the terms found in the news article, for example, the
meaning of start-up founders. According to the Dictionary of Business and
Economic Term (2012), the definition of a start-up is a new business venture. While
according to the Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (2010), a founder is a
person who starts an organization, institution, etc. or causes something to be built.
“Industry players and venture capitalists have urged start-up founders to
innovate and look for opportunities to survive the COVID-19 pandemic.”

According to the given context, the term start-up founders is categorized as
effects of pandemic. The term is categorized in this domain because pandemic
causes start-up founders to adjust their activity in this different situation. The term
consists of two words, ‘start-up’ and ‘founders’. Thus, the meaning becomes people
who start a new business venture. According to the meaning and the context, the
terms carry the feature [+people] since they are people whose finances are affected
by the pandemic.
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ii.

[+company]
The last feature that formed effects of pandemic domain is [+company].
Two economic terms carry the feature [+company]. Those economic terms are
businesses and start-ups. The feature is determined by considering the meaning of
the terms. The meaning of start-ups is an example. According to the Dictionary of
Business and Economic Term (2012), the definition of a start-up is a new business
venture.
“An estimated 15 percent of the country’s start-ups were “severely
affected” by the global health crisis between March and May, according to
the Venture Capital and Start-Up Indonesia Association (Amvesindo).”

The term start-ups is categorized as effects of pandemic, and the given
context supports it. The term has the feature [+company] since a start-up is
considered a newly established company by one or more entrepreneurs to produce
an outstanding product or service and market it (Fontinelle, 2020). The term is
categorized in this domain since pandemic causes a change in start-ups. In the
sentence, it is said that start-ups in Indonesia are severely affected by the pandemic.
Thus, the term is categorized in effects of pandemic domain and carries the feature
[+company].
h. Production Needs
In the news article, the researcher found one economic term categorized in
the production needs domain. As a noun, Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary
(2010) defines ‘need’ as a situation when something is necessary or must be done.
Thus, by mean, production needs are the thing that is necessary to produce
something. The economic term is downstream. In determining the domain of the
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term, the researcher was considering the feature of the term. The term carries the
feature [+loan]. The feature [+loan] refers to the loans needed. According to the
Dictionary of Business and Economic Term (2012), the definition of downstream
is the flow of corporate activity from parent to the subsidiary.
“Researcher Redma Gita Wirawasta at the Indonesian Textile Institute
(Indotex) said that Indonesia's textile industry was less competitive than
other countries' primarily because of high energy and logistics costs, low
productivity, the multilayered value-added tax regime from the upstream
to the downstream and low-tech machinery.”

Seen from the context of the sentence where the term appears, downstream
is categorized in the production needs domain. According to the context, the
meaning of the term is more compatible with loans since it is about finance. As
stated in the Dictionary of Business and Economic Term (2012), downstream refers
to loans in finance. Thus, the term is categorized as production needs since loans
are needed to produce something.
2. Việt Nam News Newspaper
In order to determine the semantic domain in Việt Nam News Newspaper,
the researcher was considering the meaning of the terms and the given context of
the sentence. The semantic feature carries by the terms also has a role in
determining the semantic domain. There are eight domains in the Việt Nam News
newspaper.
a. Prevention against Economic Crisis
The researcher found eight economic terms in the news articles categorized
in the prevention against economic crisis domain. In the Oxford Advanced
Learner’s Dictionary (2010), prevention is defined as the act of stopping something
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bad from happening. Thus, according to the context, prevention against economic
crisis means the act or thing to stop the economic crisis. The terms are categorized
in the prevention against economic crisis domain considering the terms that carry
the semantic feature. There are seven semantic features that support this domain.
Those seven features are [+existence], [+money], [+loan], [+strategy],
[+transaction], and [+partnership].
i.

[+existence]
The first feature that formed prevention against economic crisis domain is
[+existence]. In the news article, the researcher found one economic term that
carries the feature [+existence]. The economic term is financial sustainability. The
term financial sustainability has the feature [+existence] since it refers to something
to prevent the economic crisis. According to Oxford Advanced Learner’s
Dictionary (2010), the definition of financial is connected with money and finance.
At the same time, the meaning of ‘sustainability’ is the ability to sustain or maintain
something.
“ASEAN and Japan will work together to reduce the negative impacts of
the COVID-19 pandemic and to ensure economic and financial
sustainability at the macro level through the market opening for trade and
investment and development of sustainable supply chains.”

Based on the context of the sentence, the term is considered in the
prevention against economic crisis domain. According to the context, the term has
the feature [+existence] since financial sustainability must exist to prevent the
economic crisis. Moreover, the sentence context shows that the terms reveal
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prevention against economic crisis since the financial condition should be
maintained.
ii.

[+money]
The second feature that formed prevention against economic crisis domain
is [+money]. The researcher found one economic term that has the feature [+money]
in this domain. The term is prices. The term has [+money] as the feature since its
meaning refers to money. In Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (2010), price
is defined as the amount of money you have to pay for something.
“The most practical way for a retailer to contribute to the fight against the
pandemic is to ensure sufficient stocks of essential goods for the next several
months and have plans in place to ensure regular supply of these products
at the lowest possible prices to prevent a scarcity of goods and keep prices
steady, Đức said.”

Based on the context of the sentence, the term is considered as prevention
against economic crisis. The term has the feature [+money] since prices are money
that needs to be paid to buy goods or services. Moreover, the term is categorized as
prevention against economic crisis since the prices are kept low to maintain the
economic stability.
iii.

[+loan]
The third feature that formed prevention against economic crisis domain

is [+loan]. There are two economic terms found by the researcher that carry this
feature. Those two economic terms are PRSC and EMCC. Both of the terms are in
the form of initial. PRSC stands for Poverty Reduction Support Credit, while EMCC
stands for Economic Management and Competitiveness Credit.
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“For example, JICA supported various institutional reforms in accordance
with policy frameworks under policy-based loans of the Poverty Reduction
Support Credit (PRSC) and following Economic Management and
Competitiveness Credit (EMCC), both of which are syndicated loans with
the World Bank.”

Based on the context of the sentence where the term appears, both terms
are categorized as prevention against economic crisis. Both of the terms have the
feature [+loan] since PRSC and EMCC are loans from World Bank to enhance
economic condition. Moreover, PRSC and EMCC are loans to prevent the possible
economic crisis in the country.
iv.

[+strategy]
The fourth feature that formed prevention against economic crisis domain
is [+strategy]. In the news articles, the researcher found two economic terms that
have the feature [+strategy]. The economic term is cost-reducing and co-operation.
The meaning of the term is used to determine the feature, for example, the meaning
of cost-reducing. According to the online Cambridge Dictionary, cost-reducing is
“the process of reducing the amount of money that a company spends on wages,
production, etc. in order to make it more profitable”.
“The launch of Vietjet's ground services in Hà Nội marked a milestone in
the airline’s strategic development to optimise its cost-reducing
opportunities while enhancing ground handling service quality and
facilitating more sources of revenue," Vietjet vice president Nguyễn Thanh
Sơn said.”

Based on the context of the sentence where the term appears, the term is
categorized as prevention against economic crisis domain. The feature [+strategy]
is determined by considering the meaning of the term. The feature of the term is
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[+strategy] since cost-reducing is a plan that is intended to achieve something.
According to the sentence, cost-reducing is categorized in the prevention against
economic crisis domain since it is a strategy to prevent the economic crisis by
lowering the cost of the service. Moreover, this strategy is intended to attract more
costumer.
v.

[+transaction]
The fifth feature that formed prevention against economic crisis domain is
[+transaction]. In the news articles, the researcher found one economic term that
carries the feature [+transaction]. The economic term is e-commerce. According to
the Dictionary of Business and Economic Term (2012), e-commerce is described
as the buying and selling of goods over the internet.
“In preparation for the bouncing back of the aviation market postpandemic, Vietjet has developed plans for various new e-commerce
products.”

Based on the context of the sentence, the term e-commerce is categorized
in prevention against economic crisis domain. The term has the feature
[+transaction] since the meaning of the term refers to a business done between
people, especially an act of buying and selling. E-commerce is a type of online
business since it is also categorized as a shop where a company sold, and the
customers bought goods through the internet. According to the context, Vietjet has
prepared various new products ready to be sold through the internet. Moreover, the
term is categorized as prevention against economic crisis since e-commerce is
categorized as a business that can prevent economic crisis.
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vi.

[+partnership]
The last feature that formed prevention against economic crisis domain is

[+partnership]. The researcher found one economic term that has the feature
[+partnership], namely RCEP. The term RCEP is an initial which stands for
Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership.
“They also reaffirmed the important role of the RCEP in enhancing the
trust of the business community and strengthening the structure of the
regional economy, as well as proving the region’s support towards an open
and equitable trading system based on common principles.”

Based on the context of the sentence, the term RCEP is categorized as
prevention against economic crisis. The meaning of the term shows that the term
has the feature [+partnership]. The term has this term since some countries such as
Indonesia, Vietnam, Japan, and Australia are partnering in order to achieve
something. Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership is a free trade
agreement (FTA) that will form the biggest trading bloc (Seth, 2020). Thus, RCEP
is categorized in prevention against economic crisis since this partnership helps to
prevent economic crisis.
b. Economic Booster
In the news article, the researcher found 20 economic terms categorized in
the economic booster domain. According to the Oxford Advanced Learner’s
Dictionary (2010), the definition of ‘booster’ is things that help, encourage, or
improve something or someone. Thus, an economic booster means something that
can help, encourage, or improve the economy. The terms are categorized in the
economic booster domain according to the terms that carry the semantic feature.
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Five semantic features support this domain. Those five feature are [+agent],
[+money], [+request], [+store], and [+purchase].
i.

[+agent]
The first feature that supported the economic booster is [+agent]. In the
news article, the researcher found seven economic terms that carry the feature
[+agent]. Those five economic terms are investor, chairman, shareholders,
customers, investors, chairwomen, and consumers. The feature is determined by
considering the meaning of the terms, for example, the meaning of investor.
According to the Dictionary of Business and Economic Term (2012), the definition
of investor is a party who purchases an asset with the expectation of financial
reward.
“Japan was the fourth largest trade partner and the second largest investor
of ASEAN in 2019, with a two-way trade of US$225.9 billion in 2019,
accounting for eight per cent of the total trade of ASEAN. Japan poured
$20.4 billion investment in ASEAN, or 12.7 per cent of the total foreign
investment in the region last year.”

Based on the context of the sentence, the term investor is categorized as an
economic booster. The term has the feature [+agent] since investor has a significant
effect on a condition. Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (2010) defines ‘agent’
as a person or thing that affects a situation. According to the sentence, the agent is
Japan. Thus, it means that Japan has a significant effect on Vietnam’s economy.
ii.

[+money]
The second feature that formed the economic booster domain is [+money].

In the news articles, the researcher found seven economic terms that carry the
feature [+money]. They are FDI, bonds, fund’s, shares, funds, rates, and after-tax
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profit. The feature [+money] is determined by considering the meaning of the terms,
FDI for the example. FDI is an initial form of Foreign Direct Investment. According
to the Dictionary of Business and Economic Term (2012), FDI is an investment in
the United States by foreign citizens.
“The total value of foreign direct investment (FDI) from these three
countries to ASEAN reached about $32 trillion in 2019, 19.9 per cent of
the total FDI into ASEAN.”

Based on the context of the sentence, the term FDI is categorized as an
economic booster. The term has the feature [+money] since the meaning of the term
refers to money that can boost the economy. However, the United States is not
involved. Thus, the definition of FDI becomes an investment made by a person or
a party in a country into business interests placed in another country (Chen, 2021).
iii.

[+request]
The third feature that formed the economic booster domain is [+goods].

The researcher found one economic term in the news articles that carry the feature
[+goods], namely orders. The term has the feature [+request] since the meaning
refers to a request to buy, sell, deliver, or receive goods or services that commits
the issuer of the order to the terms specified.
“She now receives a lot of orders from individuals and restaurants, and
would like to focus on online selling in future.”

Based on the context of the sentence, the term orders is categorized as an
economic booster. The term has the feature [+request] since the term orders refers
to something that can be asked for by paying an amount of money. In the context
of the news, orders refers to livestock and vegetable product that sold online.
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Moreover, the sentence context shows that the terms are revealing economic
booster since it is goods sold by the farmers to support the economy.
iv.

[+store]
The fourth feature that formed economic booster is [+store]. The
researcher found two economic terms in the news articles that have [+store] as the
feature. Those two terms are supermarket and supermarkets. The feature of the term
is [+store] since the meaning of the terms refers to a large shop that sells many kinds
of goods. According to the Dictionary of Business and Economic Term (2012), a
supermarket is defined as a large self-service food store selling groceries, meats,
household goods, and so on, usually on a cash-and-carry basis.
“Nguyễn Thị Thanh Nhiên of HCM City’s Phú Nhuận District said she
recently bought some essential items like cooking oil, shower gel,
shampoo, and pork at the Co.opmart supermarket on Nguyễn Kiệm
Street, and their prices were VNĐ10,000 - 50,000 (US$0.4-2.2) lower than
at traditional markets.”

Based on the context of the sentence, the term supermarket is categorized
as an economic booster. The term has the feature [+store] since the term
supermarket refers to a place where people can buy everyday needs. According to
the context, supermarket is a place where people can buy daily essentials at a lower
price. Moreover, the context of the sentence shows that the terms are revealing
economic booster since it helps to keep the economy going.
v.

[+purchase]
The last feature that formed the economic activity domain is [+purchase].
In the news article, the researcher found two economic terms that carry this feature.
The terms are investment and shops. The feature is determined by the meaning of
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the term, for example, the meaning of the term investment. The Dictionary of
Business and Economic Term (2012) defines investment as a purchase of stocks,
bonds, mutual fund shares, real property, collectible annuities, etc., with the
expectation of obtaining income or capital gain or both in the future.
“ASEAN and Japan will work together to reduce the negative impacts of
the COVID-19 pandemic and to ensure economic and financial
sustainability at the macro level through the market opening for trade and
investment and development of sustainable supply chains.”

The term investment is categorized as an economic booster based on the
meaning of the term in the given context. The term has the feature [+purchase] since
it refers to the act of buying something. According to the text context, someone can
buy things to reduce the negative impact of the pandemic, such as stock. Moreover,
since both terms have this feature, investment and shops are a purchasing activity
that can help the finances of the country.
c. Economic Crisis
The Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (2010) defines ‘crisis’ as a
time of great danger, difficulty, or confusion when problems must be solved or
important decisions must be made. Thus, an economic crisis means a time of great
danger, difficulty, or confusion in the economy, and it needs to be resolved by
making decisions. In the news articles, the researcher found two economic terms
that are categorized as an economic crisis. Those economic terms are CEO and
traders. Both of the terms have the same feature, which is [+officer]. The meaning
of the term CEO determines the feature. The term CEO stands for Chief Executive
Officer. According to the Dictionary of Business and Economic Term (2012), the
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definition of Chief Executive Officer is an officer who has ultimate management
responsibility for an organization.
“However, founder and CEO Lê Văn Hướng was arrested on charges of
fraud and lying to customers. The stock started to plunge. A series of major
shareholders withdrew their capital from the company, including Dragon
Capital, Vietnam Equity Holding, and Vietnam Medical Equipment
Corporation.”

Based on the meaning of the term in the given context, CEO is categorized
as an economic crisis. The feature is [+officer] since CEO is considered a person in
a position of authority in an organization. In this context, organizations are related
to the economy. Moreover, a CEO has a responsibility to manage a company or
business. However, the CEO is considered as an economic crisis since Lê Văn
Hướng did not do an excellent job by committing fraud and causing the stock price
to drop. Thus, the term is considered as an economic crisis that carries the feature
[+agent].
d. Economic Activity
The researcher found one economic term that is categorized as economic
activity in the news articles. The economic activity domain is determined by
considering the context of the sentence where the term appears. Moreover, the term
is categorized as economic activity according to the term that carries the semantic
feature. There is one feature found in this domain, namely [+progress]. The term is
socio-economic development.
“The Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) is proud to be part
of Việt Nam’s socio-economic development progress, said Chief
Representative of JICA in Vietnam Shimizu Akira in an exclusive
interview with the Vietnam News Agency (VNA).”
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Supported by the context of the sentence where the term appears, socioeconomic development progress is categorized in the economic activity domain.
According to Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (2010), the definition of
socio-economic is relating to social and economic. Thus, socio-economic
development means the gradual growth of the society and economy in Vietnam. The
term socio-economic development has the feature [+progress] since it focuses on
the social process and economic activity developed in Vietnam.
e. Economic Organization
The Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (2010) defines ‘organization’
as a group of people who form a business, club, etc., together to achieve a specific
purpose. Thus, economic organization means a group of people who gather to
accomplish a specific goal related to the economy. In the news article, the
researcher found four economic terms that are categorized as an economic
organization. The meaning of the terms has the role of helping the researcher to
determine the domain. In order to determine the domain, the researcher also
considers the context of the sentence where the terms appear. The terms are
categorized as the economic organization according to the terms that carry the
semantic feature. There are two semantic features support this domain, namely
[+community] and [+institution].
i.

[+community]
The first feature that formed the economic organization domain is
[+community]. Two economic terms carry the feature [+community]. They are
AEM and METI. Both of the terms are in the form of initial. AEM stands for ASEAN
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Economic Minister, while METI stands for Ministry of Economy, Trade and
Industry.
“The point was highlighted at the ASEAN Economic Ministers (AEM)
and Japan’s Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI)
Consultations which took place virtually on Friday as part of the 52nd
meeting of the ASEAN Economic Ministers (AEM-52).”

Based on the meaning of the terms in the given context, both of the terms
are categorized as an economic organization. The terms have the feature
[+community] since the meaning of the terms refers to the ministers of ASEAN and
Japan’s Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry. Moreover, in Oxford Advanced
Learner’s Dictionary (2010), the word ‘community’ is described as a group of
people who share the same religion, race, job, etc.
ii.

[+institution]
The last feature that formed the economic organization domain is
[+institution]. In the news articles, the researcher found two economic terms that
carry the feature [+institution]. The two economic terms found by the researcher
are agencies and central bank. The feature is determined by considering the
meaning of the term, central bank is for an example. According to the Dictionary
of Business and Economic Term (2012), central bank is described as a country’s
bank that engages in transactions designed to facilitate business conduct and protect
the public interest.
“The bank was allowed to sell a total of 100 million bond notes in 2020 to
raise the available cash for lending and meet the capital adequacy ratio
required by the central bank.”
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From the meaning of the term at the given context of the sentence, the term
central bank is an economic organization. According to the meaning, the term
carries the feature [+institution]. Based on Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary
(2010), an institution is defined as a large important organization with a particular
purpose. Thus, the term has the feature [+institution] and is categorized as an
economic organization.
f. Post-Pandemic Recovery
Post-pandemic means after the pandemic. According to Oxford Advanced
Learner’s Dictionary (2010), the meaning of ‘recovery' is the process of improving
or becoming stronger again. Thus, post-pandemic recovery means the process of
becoming stronger or getting better after the pandemic. In the news article, the
researcher found 17 economic terms categorized in the post-pandemic recovery
domain. The post-pandemic recovery domain is determined by considering the
meaning of the term that carries the semantic feature. The researcher found eight
semantic features that support this domain. Those semantic features are [+meeting],
[+existence], [+agreement], [+activity], [+place], [+money], and [+facility].
i.

[+meeting]
The first feature that formed the post-pandemic recovery domain is
[+meeting]. In the news articles, the researcher found one economic term that
carries the feature [+meeting]. The term is AEM-52. The term is an acronym, and
the meaning is a 52nd meeting held by ASEAN Economic Ministers (AEM).
“The point was highlighted at the ASEAN Economic Ministers (AEM) and
Japan’s Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) Consultations
which took place virtually on Friday as part of the 52nd meeting of the
ASEAN Economic Ministers (AEM-52).”
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The term has the feature [+meeting] since the meaning of the term refers
to the meeting. According to Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (2010), a
meeting is defined as an occasion when people come together to discuss or decide
something. In the context of the news, AEM or ASEAN Economic Ministers
gathered to discuss how to reduce the negative impact of the pandemic. Seen from
the news context, AEM-52 was held as an attempt to recover the financial condition.
ii.

[+existence]
The second feature that formed post-pandemic recovery is [+existence].
The researcher in the news article finds one phrase. The phrase is macro-economic
and financial sustainability. The term has the feature [+existence] since the
meaning based on the context of the sentence refers to scale.
“They reaffirmed their commitments to work together to reduce the
negative impacts of the pandemic and to ensure macro-economic and
financial sustainability through the market opening to trade and
investment and develop sustainable supply chains, especially for essential
goods such as healthcare products, medicines and food.”

From the context of the term, the phrase is categorized as post-pandemic
recovery. According to Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (2010), the
definition of ‘sustainability’ is the ability to sustain or maintain something. Thus,
maintaining the macro-economic and financial is a must-have thing to recover the
financial condition. Moreover, the sentence context shows that the phrase reveals
post-pandemic recovery since maintaining sustainability is a must thing to recover
the financial condition.
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iii.

[+agreement]
The third feature that formed post-pandemic recovery is [+agreement].

The researcher found three economic terms that carry the feature [+agreement] in
the news articles. Those three terms are AHKFTA, AHKIA, and FTA. AHKFTA
stands for ASEAN-Hong Kong Free Trade Agreement, AHKIA stands for ASEANHong Kong Investment Agreement, and FTA stands for free trade agreement.
“The two FTAs came into force to between Hong Kong and eight ASEAN
member countries but the consultations for approval of the trade deals were
underway in Brunei and Cambodia.”

The example of the term that has this feature is in the sentence above. The
term has the feature [+agreement] since the meaning of the term refers to an
agreement between parties. FTA or free trade agreement is an agreement between
two or more parties or countries to decrease the barriers to imports and exports
among those involved (Barone, 2020). The term is categorized as post-pandemic
recovery from the context of the term since the agreement is set to recover the
financial condition.
iv.

[+activity]
The fourth feature that formed the post-pandemic recovery domain is

[+activity]. In the news article, the researcher found five economic terms that have
this feature. The term is business, procurement, management, trading, and
transaction. The term has the feature [+activity] since it refers to an activity related
to the economy. The meaning of the term business is an example. According to
Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (2010), the activity of making, buying,
selling, or supplying goods or services for money.
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“To sustain raw material supply, many businesses have turned to other
markets such as South Korea, Japan and Europe.”

Based on the context of the sentence, the term is categorized as postpandemic recovery. The terms are categorized as post-pandemic recovery since the
terms are activities done in order to recover the financial condition. Moreover, both
of the terms are needed activity in order to recover the financial condition.
v.

[+place]
The fifth feature that formed the post-pandemic recovery domain is
[+place]. This feature is found in two economic terms, namely markets and stock
markets. The feature of the terms is determined by considering the meaning of the
terms. The meaning of the term markets is an example. According to the Dictionary
of Business and Economic Term (2012), a market is a public place where products
or services are bought and sold, directly or through intermediaries.
“To sustain raw material supply, many businesses have turned to other
markets such as South Korea, Japan and Europe.”

Based on the context of the sentence, the term is categorized in the postpandemic recovery domain. The terms have the feature [+place] since the terms
refer to a place where trading activities happen. Moreover, the terms are categorized
as post-pandemic recovery since both places are where the financial condition starts
to recover.
vi.

[+money]
The sixth feature that formed the post-pandemic recovery domain is
[+money]. The researcher found three economic terms that carry the feature
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[+money]. Those three economic terms are loans, pre-tax profit, and post-tax profit.
The feature is determined by considering the meaning of the term. The term loans
is an example. According to the Dictionary of Business and Economic Term (2012),
a loan means a transaction wherein the property owner, called the lender, allows
another party, the borrower, to use the property.
“For example, JICA supported various institutional reforms in accordance
with policy frameworks under policy-based loans of the Poverty Reduction
Support Credit (PRSC) and following Economic Management and
Competitiveness Credit (EMCC), both of which are syndicated loans with
the World Bank.”

Based on the context of the sentence, the term is categorized as postpandemic recovery. The term has the feature [+money] since the meaning according
to the context refers to money. According to the context, the terms are categorized
as post-pandemic recovery since they can help the financial recovery process.
vii.

[+facility]
The seventh feature that formed the post-pandemic recovery domain is
[+facility]. In the news articles, the researcher found one economic term that has
the feature [+facility]. The economic term is infrastructures. According to the
Dictionary of Business and Economic Term (2012), infrastructure is the nation’s
basic water supply system, sewerage, transportation, communication, and other
aspects of its physical plant.
“The operation of JICA aims at improvement of both hard and soft socioeconomic infrastructures.”

Based on the context of the sentence, the term is categorized as the postpandemic recovery domain. The term has the feature [+facility] since it refers to
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necessities of the citizens provided by the government for e certain purpose. In the
context of the sentence and the news, the purpose is to recover the financial
condition. The improvement of the infrastructure is needed in order to speed up the
recovery. Moreover, the term is categorized as post-pandemic recovery since
infrastructures are needed to facilitate the citizens.
g. Survival Support
Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (2010) defines survival as the state
of continuing to live or exist, often despite difficulty or danger. At the same time,
support means the encouragement and help that you give to someone or something.
Thus, survival support means encouragement or help given so that the receiver can
continue to live or exist. In the news articles, the researcher found five economic
terms categorized in the survival support domain. The terms are categorized in the
survival support domain by considering the terms that carry the semantic feature.
Four semantic features support the survival support domain. Those semantic
features are [+agent], [+place], and [+method].
i.

[+agent]
The first feature that formed the survival support domain is [+agent]. In
the news articles, the researcher found two economic terms that carry the feature
[+agent]. Those three terms are retailer, retailers, and intermediaries. The feature
is [+agent] since the meaning refers to a person or people who play a survival
support role. The meaning of the term retailer is an example. According to Oxford
Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (2010), a retailer is defined as a person or business
that sells goods to the public.
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“The most practical way for a retailer to contribute to the fight against the
pandemic is to ensure sufficient stocks of essential goods for the next
several months and have plans in place to ensure regular supply of these
products at the lowest possible prices to prevent a scarcity of goods and
keep prices steady, Đức said.”

Based on the meaning of the term in the given context, the term retailers
is categorized in the survival support domain. The meaning shows that the term is
showing the feature [+agent]. The term is categorized as survival support and
carries the feature [+agent] since retailer contributes to fighting against pandemic
by providing everyday needs. Moreover, the term is categorized as survival support
since retailer also keeps the price at affordable prices.
ii.

[+place]
The second feature that formed the survival support domain is [+place]. In
the news article, the researcher found two economic terms that carry the feature
[+place], namely stores and companies. The terms have the feature [+place] since
the meaning of the terms refers to a place. The example is the meaning of the term
companies. According to the Dictionary of Business and Economic Term (2012), a
company is defined as a group of people organizes to perform an activity, business,
or industrial enterprise.
“Many companies are also selling more online compared to pre-COVID
and some in fact have had to invest more into production as a result of
higher demand, and hire more staff to carry out online promotions.”

Based on the meaning of the term in the given context, the term is
categorized as the survival support domain. The meaning of the term shows that the
term has the feature [+place]. Moreover, the sentence context shows that the term
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reveals survival support since the services from this place are needed during the
pandemic since it applies social-distancing by doing online promotion and selling.
iii.

[+method]
The last feature that formed survival support is [+method]. The researcher

found one economic term which has the feature [+method]. The term is payment.
The feature of the term is determined by the meaning of the term, which refers to
the method to do something. According to Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary
(2010), payment is defined as the act of paying someone or something or of being
paid.
“Moreover, projects such as vaccine production facilities of POLYVAC
or insurance provider payment methods and basic health services have
helped Việt Nam address the pending issues in healthcare and social
security.”

Based on the meaning of the term in the given context, the term is
categorized as survival support. The term carries the feature [+method] because
payment is an act done for a certain purpose. In the context of the sentence, the
purpose is to pay the insurance provider. Thus, the term is categorized as survival
support that has the feature [+method].
h. Marketing Strategy
Marketing strategy is the last domain in the Việt Nam News Newspaper.
Four economic terms are found in this domain. Four of them are promotions,
discounted, online selling, and online promotions. Those economic terms share the
same semantic feature, which is [+method]. The feature is determined by
considering the meaning of the term. The example is the meaning of the term
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promotions. According to the Dictionary of Business and Economic Term (2012),
the definition of promotion is selling techniques, including advertising, printing,
and salesperson commissions.
“Nguyễn Anh Đức, general director of Saigon Co.op, said its retail chains
like Co.opmart, Co.opXtra, Co.op Food and Co.op Smiles are offering
attractive promotions on essential goods for 21 days from August 20
under its “Proud of Vietnamese Goods 2020” programme to ease
consumers’ financial burden amid the COVID-19 pandemic.”

The term is categorized as a marketing strategy based on the meaning of the
term in the given context. The feature is [+method] because promotions are
considered a method since promotions are a specific way to do something.
According to the context, promotions attract consumers to buy goods in the Co.op’s
retail chains. The other terms also have the same feature since they are also a
method to attract consumers. Moreover, the other terms are also categorized as a
marketing strategy.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION

This research found one hundred twenty-eight economic terms that are
formed by word-formation processes. Six different word-formation processes
formed the terms. Six of them are affixation, compounding, initialism, acronym,
conversion, and multiple processes. The affixation process is frequently used to
form the economic terms found in the news articles. The total economic terms
formed by the affixation process is sixty-seven. The compounding process forms
twenty-three terms. Eleven economic terms are in the form of initial, and eight
economic terms are acronym. There are only two economic terms that are formed
by conversion. Moreover, seventeen economic terms are formed by applying
multiple processes. It can be concluded that affixation is the most productive wordformation process to form a new word.
Finding each meaning of the terms lead this research on discovering the
semantic domain of the terms. The semantic domains are the focuses of the news
article of The Jakarta Post newspaper and Việt Nam News newspaper. Both of the
newspapers have the same amount of semantic domain, eight semantic domains.
Five same semantic domains were discovered. The remaining three semantic
domains of each newspaper are different.
The semantic domains show that both countries have different financial
conditions. From the semantic domains, the researcher concludes that The Jakarta
Post newspaper focuses on writing about how the country's financial condition
experienced downfall and how the government tries to resolve it. Four domains
115
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show the financial condition of Indonesia. Four of them are “Economic Crisis”,
“Effects of Pandemic”, “Prevention Against Economic Crisis”, and “Economic
Booster”. In contrast, the semantic domains discovered in Việt Nam News
newspaper show that Vietnam is in the process of recovering the financial condition
by partnering with other countries, giving loans, or rearranging business systems.
All of the semantic domains in Việt Nam News newspaper show the financial
condition of Vietnam, except “Economic Crisis”. This finding indicates that even
though the COVID-19 pandemic impacts the country’s finance, both countries
handle it differently. Thus, the financial condition is also different.
The researcher suggest for the future researcher to conduct similar study
in different objects. The objects can be other two English newspapers or magazines.
The future researcher also can focus on another kind of term. Sport related term is
the example.
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APPENDICES

Appendix 1: Table 11. Summary of Terms with Inflectional Morpheme
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Base Word
shop
disburse
buy
bond
share
stock
fund
market
price
store
loan
infrastructure
rate
order
enterprise
export
customer
subsidy
business
company
intermediary
agency
business
fund

Suffix
{-s}
{-ed}
{-ing}
{-s}
{-s}
{-s}
{-s}
{-s}
{-s}
{-s}
{-s}
{-s}
{-s}
{-s}
{-s}
{-s}
{-s}
{-es}
{-es}
{-es}
{-es}
{-es}
{-es}
{-‘s}

Function
3rd person singular present
Past tense
Progressive
Plural
Plural
Plural
Plural
Plural
Plural
Plural
Plural
Plural
Plural
Plural
Plural
Plural
Plural
Plural
Plural
Plural
Plural
Plural
Plural
Possessive

Appendix 2: Table 12. Summary of Compound Word
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Compound Word
(Part of Speech)
businesspeople
income
start-up
chairman
value-added tax
benchmark
shake-up

Type of Compound
Word
noun compound
noun compound
noun compound
noun compound
noun compound
noun compound
noun compound
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No.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Compound Word
(Part of Speech)
wage subsidy
online selling
red-tape
parent company
fallout
task force
downstream
purchasing power
chairman
supermarket
cost-reducing
central bank
chairwoman
stock market
after-tax profit
slow-disbursed

Type of Compound
Word
noun compound
noun compound
noun compound
noun compound
noun compound
noun compound
noun compound
noun compound
noun compound
noun compound
noun compound
noun compound
noun compound
noun compound
noun compound
adjective compound

Appendix 3: Table 13. Summary of Terms Formed by Multiple Process
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Terms
low-income families
wage-subsidy programs
layoffs
start-ups
shareholders
supermarkets
online promotions
middle-income citizens
start-up founders
preemployment cards
pre-tax profit
post-tax profit
e-payment
e-commerce
socio-economic
e-commerce
entrepreneurs

Process
compounding + affixation
compounding + affixation
compounding + affixation
compounding + affixation
compounding + affixation
compounding + affixation
compounding + affixation
compounding + affixation
compounding + affixation
compounding + affixation
compounding + affixation
compounding + affixation
clipping + compound
clipping + compound
clipping + compound
clipping + compound
borrowing + affixation
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Appendix 4: Table 14. Summary of Initialism
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Initialism
WTO
BPS
CPI
GDP
AHKFTA
FTA
FDI
CEO
PRSC
EMCC
RCEP

The Initial Stands For
World Trade Organization
Badan Statistic Indonesia or Statistic Indonesia
Consumer Price Index
Gross Domestic Product
ASEAN-Hong Kong Free Trade Agreement
Free trade agreement
Foreign direct Investment
Chief executive officer
Poverty Reduction Support Credit
Economic Management and Competitiveness
Credit
Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership

Appendix 5: Table 15. Summary Acronym
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Acronym
Amvesindo
Indef
CORE
Bappenas
AEM
METI
AEM-52
AHKIA

The Acronym Stands For or the meaning
Venture Capital and Strat-Up Indonesia
Association
Institute for Development of Economics and
Finance
Center of Reform on Economics
Badan Perencanaan Pembangunan Nasional or
National Development Planning Agency
ASEAN Economic Ministers
Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry
A 52nd meeting which was held by ASEAN
Economic Ministers (AEM)
ASEAN-Hong Kong Investment Agreement

